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Abstract
This thesis studies optimal stopping problems for strategic agents in the context of
two economic applications: experimentation in a competitive market and information ex-
change in social networks. The economic agents (firms in the first application, individuals
in the second) take actions, whose payoffs depend on an unknown underlying state. Our
framework is characterized by the following key feature: agents time their actions to take
advantage of either the outcome of the actions of others (experimentation model) or in-
formation obtained over time by their peers (information exchange model). Equilibria in
both environments are typically inefficient, since information is imperfect and, thus, there
is a benefit in being a late mover, but delaying is costly.
More specifically, in the first part of the thesis, we develop a model of experimenta-
tion and innovation in a competitive multi-firm environment. Each firm receives a pri-
vate signal on the success probability of a research project and decides when and which
project to implement. A successful innovation can be copied by other firms. We start
the analysis by considering the symmetric environment, where the signal quality is the
same for all firms. Symmetric equilibria (where actions do not depend on the identity
of the firm) always involve delayed and staggered experimentation, whereas the optimal
allocation never involves delays and may involve simultaneous rather than staggered exper-
imentation. The social cost of insufficient experimentation can be arbitrarily large. Then,
we study the role of simple instruments in improving over equilibrium outcomes. We show
that appropriately-designed patents can implement the socially optimal allocation (in all
equilibria) by encouraging rapid experimentation and efficient ex post transfer of knowledge
across firms. In contrast to patents, subsidies to experimentation, research, or innovation
cannot typically achieve this objective. We also discuss the case when signal quality is pri-
vate information and differs across firms. We show that in this more general environment
patents again encourage experimentation and reduce delays.
In the second part, we study a model of information exchange among rational individ-
uals through communication and investigate its implications for information aggregation
in large societies. An underlying state (of the world) determines which action has higher
payoff. Agents receive a private signal correlated with the underlying state. They then
exchange information over their social network until taking an (irreversible) action. We
define asymptotic learning as the fraction of agents taking an action that is close to optimal
converging to one in probability as a society grows large. Under truthful communication,
we show that asymptotic learning occurs if (and under some additional conditions, also only
if) in the social network most agents are a short distance away from "information hubs",
which receive and distribute a large amount of information. Asymptotic learning therefore
requires information to be aggregated in the hands of a few agents. We also show that while
truthful communication is not always optimal, when the communication network induces
asymptotic learning (in a large society), truthful communication is an equilibrium. Then,
we discuss the welfare implications of equilibrium behavior. In particular, we compare the
aggregate welfare at equilibrium with that of the optimal allocation, which is defined as the
strategy profile a social planner would choose, so as to maximize the expected aggregate
welfare. We show that when asymptotic learning occurs all equilibria are efficient. A partial
converse is also true: if asymptotic learning does not occur at the optimal allocation and an
additional mild condition holds at an equilibrium, then the equilibrium is inefficient. Fur-
thermore, we discuss how our learning results can be applied to several commonly studied
random graph models, such as preferential attachment and Erd6s-Renyi graphs.
In the final part, we study strategic network formation in the context of information
exchange. In particular, we relax the assumption that the social network over which agents
communicate is fixed, and we let agents decide which agents to form a communication link
with incurring an associated cost. We provide a systematic investigation of what types
of cost structures and associated social cliques (consisting of groups of individuals linked
to each other at zero cost, such as friendship networks) ensure the emergence of commu-
nication networks that lead to asymptotic learning. Our result shows that societies with
too many and sufficiently large social cliques do not induce asymptotic learning, because
each social clique would have sufficient information by itself, making communication with
others relatively unattractive. Asymptotic learning results if social cliques are neither too
numerous nor too large, in which case communication across cliques is encouraged.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Optimal stopping problems have been considered extensively in the literature. They typi-
cally involve a single agent or a group of agents that are faced with the problem of deciding
when to take an action, so as to maximize their utility. The decision problem is non-trivial
due to the following tradeoff: delaying leads to a "better" action, however, future is dis-
counted and, thus, agents cannot wait forever. Moreover, the optimal stopping time for an
agent depends in many cases crucially on the action profiles of her peers, thus necessitat-
ing incorporating strategic considerations into the framework and treating it as a dynamic
game.
In this thesis, we formulate optimal stopping games or waiting games (see [22]) to study
two seemingly unrelated economic applications: (1) investment in R&D in the presence of
competitors, that may choose to free-ride on one's experimentation efforts and (2) informa-
tion exchange among rational individuals, that are embedded in a social network structure.
We provide a characterization of the equilibria in both settings and discuss conditions un-
der which they are inefficient, i.e., there exist allocations, that achieve a higher expected
aggregate welfare.
Alongside with the characterization of equilibria and discussion of welfare loss, we pro-
vide a number of results that are specific to each of the two applications. In particular,
in the first model (investment in R&D) we investigate the role of simple policies for im-
proving the aggregate welfare. We show that although subsidies from third parties fail to
restore the distorted incentives, simple patents may succeed (under certain conditions) in
both dealing with costly delay and allowing firms to share their knowledge. In the second
environment, we are interested in whether agents eventually learn, i.e., choose an action,
that is close to the optimal, and when both objectives (learning and maximizing welfare)
coincide.
Roughly the thesis is decomposed into three parts: the first (Chapters 2-4) discusses our
model of experimentation and innovation, the second (Chapters 5-7) studies information
exchange in already formed social networks and, finally, the last part (Chapter 8) deals
with the complementary problem of network formation: given that agents are interested in
acquiring as much information as early as possible, what kinds of communication networks
arise and what are their learning properties? The following two sections describe our models
in a high level and discuss relevant literature. Finally, in Section 1.3 we provide a more
detailed roadmap of the thesis.
1.1 Strategic delay in a model of experimentation
Most modern societies provide intellectual property rights protection to innovators using
a patent system. The main argument in favor of patents is that they encourage ex ante
innovation by creating ex post monopoly rents (e.g., [4], [7], [68], [34], [35], [39], [53], [54],
[58], [59], [60]). In the first part of the thesis, we suggest an alternative (and complementary)
social benefit to patents. We show that, under certain circumstances, patents encourage
experimentation by potential innovators while still allowing socially beneficial transmission
of knowledge across firms.
We construct a stylized model of experimentation and innovation. In our baseline game,
N symmetric potential innovators (firms) have each access to a distinct research opportu-
nity and a private signal on how likely it is to result in a successful innovation. Firms can
decide to experiment at any point in time. A successful innovation is publicly observed
and can be copied by any of the other potential innovators (for example, other firms can
build on the knowledge revealed by the innovation in order to increase their own proba-
bility of success, but in the process capture some of the rents of this first innovator). The
returns from the implementation of a successful innovation are nonincreasing in the number
of firms implementing it. We provide an explicit characterization of the equilibria of this
dynamic game. The symmetric equilibrium always features delayed and staggered exper-
imentation. In particular, experimentation does not take place immediately and involves
one firm experimenting before others (and the latter firms free-riding on the former's ex-
perimentation). In contrast, the optimal allocation never involves delays and may require
simultaneous rather than staggered experimentation. The insufficient equilibrium incen-
tives for experimentation may create a significant efficiency loss: the ratio of social surplus
generated by the equilibrium relative to the optimal allocation can be arbitrarily small.
We next show that a simple arrangement resembling a patent system, where a copying
firm has to make a prespecifed payment to the innovator, can implement the optimal allo-
cation (we refer to this arrangement as a "patent system"). When the optimal allocation
involves simultaneous experimentation, the patent system makes free-riding prohibitively
costly and implements the optimal allocation as the unique equilibrium. When the optimal
allocation involves staggered experimentation, the patent system plays a more subtle role.
It permits ex post transmission of knowledge but still increases experimentation incentives
to avoid delays. The patent system can achieve this because it generates "conditional"
transfers. An innovator receives a patent payment only when copied by other firms. Con-
sequently, patents encourage one firm to experiment earlier than others, thus achieving
rapid experimentation without sacrificing useful transfer of knowledge. Moreover, we show
that patents can achieve this outcome in all equilibria. The fact that patents are par-
ticularly well designed to play this role is also highlighted by our result that while an
appropriately-designed patent implements the optimal allocation in all equilibria, subsidies
to experimentation, research, or innovation cannot achieve the same objective.
In our baseline model, both the optimal allocation and the symmetric equilibrium in-
volve sequential experimentation. Inefficiency results from lack of sufficient experimenta-
tion or from delays. The structure of equilibria is richer when the strength (quality) of the
signals received by potential innovators differs and is also private information. In this case,
those with sufficiently strong signals will prefer not to copy successful innovations. We
show that in this more general environment patents are again potentially useful (though
they cannot typically achieve the optimal allocation).
Although our analysis is purely theoretical, we believe that the insights it generates, in
particular regarding the role of patents in discouraging delay in research and encouraging
experimentation, are relevant for thinking about the role of the patent systems in practice.
Two assumptions are important for our results. The first is that pursuing an unsuccessful
research line makes a subsequent switch to an alternative line more costly. We impose this
feature in the simplest possible way, assuming that such a switch is not possible, though
our qualitative results would not be affected if switching were feasible but costly. We view
this assumption as a reasonable approximation to reality. Commitment of intellectual and
financial resources to a specific research line or vision is necessary for success, and once
such commitment has been made, changing course is not easy.1 Our second key assumption
is that copying of successful projects is possible (without prohibitive patents) and reduces
the returns to original innovators. This assumption also appears quite plausible. Copying
of a successful project here should be interpreted more broadly as using the information
'For example, in the computer industry, firms such as Digital Equipment Corporation (DEC) that
specialized in mainframes found it difficult to make a successful switch to personal computers (e.g., [26]).
Similarly, early innovators in the cell phone industry, such as Nokia and Ericsson, appear to be slow
in switching to the new generation of more advanced wireless devices and smartphones, and have been
generally lagging behind companies such as Apple and RIM. Another interesting example comes from the
satellite launches. The early technology choice for launching satellites into space relied on large ground-
based rockets; despite evidence that using smaller rockets and carrying these to the upper atmosphere
using existing aerospace equipment would be considerably cheaper and more flexible, organizations such
as NASA have not switched to this new technology, while private space technology companies have (see
[43]).
revealed by successful innovation or experimentation, so it does not need to correspond to
replicating the exact same innovation (or product),2 and naturally such copying will have
some negative effect on the returns of the original innovator.
In addition to the literature on patents mentioned above, a number of other works are
related to the model presented here. First, ours is a simple model of (social) experimen-
tation and shares a number of common features with recent work in this area (e.g., [17]
and [52]). These papers characterize equilibria of multi-agent two-armed bandit problems
and show that there may be insufficient experimentation. The structure of the equilibrium
is particularly simple in our model and can be characterized explicitly because all payoff-
relevant uncertainty is revealed after a single successful experimentation. In addition, as
discussed above, there is insufficient experimentation in our model as well, though this
also takes a simple form: either there is free-riding by some firms reducing the amount
of experimentation or experimentation is delayed. We also show that patent systems can
increase experimentation incentives and implement the optimal allocation.
Second, the structure of equilibria with symmetric firms is reminiscent to equilibria
in war of attrition games (e.g., [42], [46], [64]). War of attrition games have been used
in various application domains, such as the study of market exit ([18] and [29]), research
tournaments ([67]), auctions ([19]), investment choices ([20]), exploratory drilling ([44] and
[45]) and the diffusion of new technologies ([51]). Similar in spirit with our work, [22]
discusses waiting games of technological change, in which there is a late-mover advantage
due to knowledge spillovers. In our symmetric model, as in symmetric wars of attrition,
players choose the stochastic timing of their actions in such a way as to make other players
indifferent and willing to mix over the timing of their own actions. The structure of
equilibria and the optimal allocation is different, however, and the optimal allocation may
involve either simultaneous experimentation by all players or staggered experimentation
21n terms of the examples in footnote 1, while DEC, Nokia and Ericsson may have been slow in adopting
new technologies, several other, new companies have built on the technological advances that took place
in personal computers and smartphones.
similar to that resulting in asymmetric equilibria. The novel beneficial role of patents in
our model arises from their ability to implement such asymmetric equilibria.
Finally, the monotonicity property when the quality of signals differs across agents is
similar to results in generalized wars of attrition (e.g., [18], [19] and [29]) and is also related
to [40] result on the clustering of actions in herding models. In the context of a standard
herding model with endogenous timing, Gul and Lundholm construct an equilibrium in
which agents with stronger signals act earlier than those with weaker signals, though the
specifics of our model and analysis differs from these previous contributions. 3
1.2 Information exchange in endogenous social net-
works
Most social decisions, ranging from product and occupational choices to voting and
political behavior, rely on information agents gather through communication with friends,
neighbors and co-workers as well as information obtained from news sources and prominent
webpages. A central question in social sciences concerns the dynamics of communication
and information exchange and whether such dynamics lead to the effective aggregation of
dispersed information that exists in a society. In the second part of the thesis, we construct
a dynamic model to investigate this question. If information exchanges were non-strategic,
timeless and costless, all information could be aggregated immediately by simultaneous
communication across all agents. Thus, the key ingredient of our approach is dynamic and
costly communication.
Our benchmark model features an underlying state of the world that determines which
action has higher payoff (which is the same for all agents). Because of discounting, ear-
lier actions are preferred to later ones. Each agent receives a private signal correlated
with this underlying state. In addition, agents communicate with those others with whom
3This monotonicity property does not hold in our model when there are more than two firms and
the support of signals includes sufficiently strong signals so that some firms prefer not to copy successful
experimentations as is shown in Appendix B.
they are connected in their social network until they take an irreversible action. Crucially,
information acquisition takes time because the "neighbors" of an agent with whom she
communicates acquire more information from their own neighbors over time. Information
exchange will thus be endogenously limited by two features: the communication network
, which allows communication only between connected pairs, and discounting, which en-
courages agents to take actions before they accumulate sufficient information.
We characterize the equilibria of this communication game and then investigate the
structure of these equilibria as the society becomes large (i.e., for a sequence of games).
Our main focus is on how well information is aggregated, which we capture with the notion
of e, 6-asymptotic learning. We say that there is c, 6-asymptotic learning if more than
(1 - c)-fraction of the agents take an action that is e-close to optimal with probability at
least 1 - 6, as the society becomes large. Furthermore, we say that perfect asymptotic
learning occurs, when the fraction of agents that take a nearly optimal action converges to
one in probability as the society grows.
Our analysis proceeds in several stages. First, we assume that agents are non-strategic
in their communication. Under these assumptions, we provide a necessary and a sufficient
condition for c, 6-asymptotic learning under a given equilibrium strategy profile. Intuitively,
these conditions require that most of the agents have close access to a sufficient amount of
information. We also show a sufficient and (under a mild condition) necessary condition
for perfect asymptotic learning, that holds for all equilibria and it only involves the net-
work topology. The learning results are further illustrated by a series of corollaries that
identify two types of information hubs as conduits of asymptotic learning. The first are
information mavens, which have a large in-degree, enabling them to aggregate information.
If most agents are close to an information maven, asymptotic learning is guaranteed. The
second type of hubs are social connectors, which have large out-degree, enabling them to
communicate their information to a large number of agents.4 Social connectors are only
4both of these terms are inspired by [36].
useful for asymptotic learning if they are close to mavens, so that they can distribute their
information. Thus, asymptotic learning is also obtained if most agents are close to a social
connector, who is in turn a short distance away from a maven.
Second, we generalize these results to an environment, in which individuals may mis-
report their information if they have an incentive to do so. In particular, we show that
individuals may in general choose to misreport their information in order to delay the action
of their neighbors, thus obtaining more information from them in the future. Nevertheless,
we establish that whenever truthful communication leads to perfect asymptotic learning,
it is an equilibrium of the strategic communication game to report truthfully. Interest-
ingly, the converse is not necessarily true: strategic communication may lead to asymptotic
learning in some special cases in which truthful communication precludes learning.
Our characterization results on asymptotic learning can be seen both as "positive"
and "negative". On the one hand, communication structures that do not feature such hubs
appear more realistic in the context of social networks and communication between friends,
neighbors and co-workers. Indeed, the popular (though not always empirically plausible)
random graph models such as preferential attachment and Poisson (Erd6s-Renyi) graphs do
not lead to asymptotic learning. On the other hand, as discussed above, most individuals
obtain key information from either individuals or news sources (websites) that correspond to
mavens and social connectors, which do play the role of aggregating and distributing large
amounts of information. Corresponding to such structures, we show that scale free random
graphs (in particular, power law graphs with small exponent -y ; 2),5 and hierarchical
graphs, where "special" agents are likely to receive and distribute information to lower
layers of the hierarchy, induce network structures that guarantee asymptotic learning. The
intuition for why such information hubs and almost all agents being close to information
hubs are necessary for asymptotic learning is instructive: were it not so, a large fraction
5 These models are shown to provide good representations for peer-to-peer networks, scientific collabo-
ration networks (in experimental physics), and traffic in networks ([50], [57], [69] and [70].)
of agents would prefer to take an action before waiting for sufficient information to arrive
and a nontrivial fraction of those would take a suboptimal action.
Furthermore, we discuss the welfare implications of equilibrium behavior. In particu-
lar, we compare the expected aggregate welfare at equilibrium with that at the optimal
allocation, which is defined as the timing profile that a social planner would choose, so as
to maximize it. We show that when perfect asymptotic learning occurs, all equilibria are
efficient. Moreover, a partial converse holds: if e, 6-asymptotic learning fails at equilibrium
and an additional condition holds, then the equilibrium is inefficient. Our results regarding
welfare uncover an interesting feature of communication in social networks: information
exchange is inefficient, because agents do not internalize the positive externality that their
presence exerts on their peers.
In the third part of the thesis, we drop the assumption that the social network is given
and we let agents form communication links, which may be costly, thus combining social
learning with strategic network formation. The network formation decisions of agents
induce a communication graph for the society, over which communication takes place in
the way described above. Armed with the analysis of information exchange over a given
communication network, we analyze the equilibria of the two-stage network formation and
information exchange game, under the assumption that although forming communication
links is costly, there also exist social cliques, groups of individuals that are linked to each
other at zero cost. These can be thought of as "friendship networks," which are linked for
reasons unrelated to information exchange and thus act as conduits of such exchange at
low cost. Agents have to pay a cost at the beginning in order to communicate (receive
information) from those who are not in their social clique.
Even though network formation games have several equilibria, the structure of our
network formation and information exchange game enables us to obtain relatively sharp
results on what types of societies will lead to endogenous communication networks that
ensure asymptotic learning. In particular, we show that societies with too many (disjoint)
and sufficiently large social cliques induce behavior inconsistent with asymptotic learning.
This is because each social clique, which is sufficiently large, would have enough information
to make communication with others (from other social cliques) unattractive; the society
gets segregated into a very large number of disjoint social cliques not sharing information.
In contrast, asymptotic learning obtains in equilibrium if social cliques are neither too
numerous nor too large so that it becomes advantageous at least for some members of
these cliques to communicate with members of other cliques, forming a structure in which
information is shared across (almost) all members of the society.
Our work is related to several strands of literature on social and economic networks.
First, it is related to the large and growing literature on social learning. Much of this
literature focuses on Bayesian models of observational learning, where each individual learns
from the actions of others taken in the past. A key impediment to information aggregation
in these models is the fact that actions do not reflect all of the information that an individual
has and this can induce a pattern reminiscent to a "herd," where individuals ignore their
own information and copy the behavior of others (see, for example, [121, [15] and [651, as
well as [10], for early contributions, and [3], [13] and [66] for models of Bayesian learning
with richer observational structures). While observational learning is important in many
situations, a large part of information exchange in practice is through communication.
Several papers in the literature study communication, though typically using non-
Bayesian or "myopic" rules (for example, [23] and [37]). A major difficulty faced by these
approaches, often precluding Bayesian and dynamic game theoretic analysis of learning in
communication networks, is the complexity of updating when individuals share their ex-post
beliefs. We overcome this difficulty by adopting a different approach, whereby individuals
can directly communicate their signals and there is no restriction on the total "bits" of
communication. This leads to a very tractable structure for updating of beliefs and enables
us to study perfect Bayesian equilibria of a game of network formation, communication
and decision-making. It also reverses one of the main insights of these papers, also shared
by the pioneering contribution to the social learning literature by [10], that the presence
of "highly connected" or "influential" agents, or what [10] call a "royal family," acts as a
significant impediment to the efficient aggregation of information. On the contrary, in our
model the existence of such highly connected agents (information hubs, mavens or connec-
tors) is crucial for the efficient aggregation of information. Moreover, their existence also
reduces incentives for non-truthful communication, and is the key input into our result that
truthful communication can be an c-equilibrium.
Our analysis of asymptotic learning in large networks also builds on random graph
models. In particular, we use several tools and results from this literature to characterize
the asymptotics of beliefs and information. We also study information aggregation in the
popular preferential attachment and Erd6's-Renyi graphs (e.g., [5], [14], [25] and [55]).
Our work is also related to the growing literature on network formation, since com-
munication takes place over endogenously formed networks (Chapter 8). Although the
network formation literature is large and growing (see, e.g., [11], [47] and [49]), we are not
aware of other papers that endogenize the benefits of forming links through the subsequent
information exchange. It is also noteworthy that, while network formation games have a
large number of equilibria, the simple structure of our model enables us to derive relatively
sharp results about environments in which the equilibrium networks will lead to asymptotic
learning.
Finally, our model is related to the literature on strategic communication, pioneered
by the cheap talk framework of [21]. While cheap talk models have been used for the
study of information aggregation with one receiver and multiple senders (e.g. [56]) and
multiple receivers and single sender (e.g. [27]), most relevant to our model are two recent
papers that consider strategic communication over general networks, [32] and [41]. A major
difference between these works and ours is that we consider a model where communication is
allowed for more than one time period, thus enabling agents to receive information outside
their immediate neighborhood (at the cost of a delayed decision) and we also endogenize
the network over which communication takes place. On the other hand, our framework
assumes that an agent's action does not directly influence others' payoffs, while such payoff
interactions are the central focus of [32] and [41].
1.3 Organization
The thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, we develop a model of experimentation
and innovation in a competitive multi-firm environment. Moreover, we provide an explicit
characterization of both the asymmetric and symmetric equilibria, when firms are symmet-
ric, i.e., they receive information of equal precision. Chapter 3 characterizes the optimal
allocation and shows that the efficiency gap between the symmetric equilibrium and the
optimal allocation can be arbitrarily large. The analysis in this chapter also demonstrates
that an appropriately-designed patent system can implement the optimal allocation (in all
equilibria). Chapter 4 extends the model to an environment, where firms have different
signal qualities. In Chapter 5, we introduce a model of information exchange among ratio-
nal agents, that are embedded in a social network. Chapter 6 discusses conditions under
which agents learn at equilibrium and also explores the welfare properties of equilibria. In
Chapter 7, we apply our learning results to several models of random graphs. Chapter 8
extends the information exchange model by incorporating endogenous network formation.
Finally, Chapter 9 concludes the thesis and discusses a number of promising avenues for
future research. Appendices A-F contain additional results and some of the proofs omitted
from the main text.
Chapter 2
A Model of Strategic
Experimentation
The economy in the baseline model consists of two research firms, each maximizing the
present discounted value of profits. Time is continuous,1 and both firms discount the
future at a common rate r > 0.
Each firm can implement ("experiment with") a distinct project. The success proba-
bility of experimentation is p > 0. The success or failure of experimentation by a firm is
publicly observed. When experimentation is successful, we refer to this as an "innovation".
At time t, a firm can choose one of three possible actions: (1) experiment with a project
(in particular, with the project on which the firm has received a positive signal); (2) copy
a successful project; (3) wait. Experimentation and copying are irreversible, so that a firm
cannot then switch to implement a different project. In the context of research, this captures
the fact that commitment of intellectual and financial resources to a specific research line
or project is necessary for success. Copying of a successful project can be interpreted more
broadly as using the information revealed by successful innovation or experimentation, so
'In the Appendix, we present a discrete-time version of the model and formally show that the continuous-
time version studied in the main text gives the same economic and mathematical answers as the limit of
the discrete-time model, when the time interval A -+ 0.
it does not need to correspond to the second firm replicating the exact same innovation (or
product).2
Payoffs depend on the success of the project and whether the project is copied. During
an interval of length T, the payoff to a firm that is the only one implementing a successful
project is Tir > 0. In contrast, if a successful project is implemented by both firms, each
receives 7 2 7 > 03 The payoff to an unsuccessful project is normalized to zero.
Until we introduce heterogeneity in success probabilities, we maintain the following
assumption. 4
Assumption 1.
7 1 > 72 > P1i.
Let us also define the present discounted value of profits as
IHy3 for j= 1, 2,
and for future reference, define
II2
1 E - .(2.1)II1
Clearly, 3 E (p, 1) in view of Assumption 1. Assumption 1 implies that the payoff from a
new innovation is decreasing in the number of firms that adopt it (7 1 > r2) and also that
the expected payoff of a firm's experimentation is smaller than the payoff from copying a
successful innovation. In particular, the firm prefers to copy than to experiment with its
own research opportunity.
2 Several generalizations do not affect our qualitative results, and are not introduced to reduce notation
and maximize transparency. These include: (1) copying can be successful with some probability v E (p, 1];(2) copying after an unsuccessful experimentation is feasible, but involves a cost F1 > 0; (3) experimentation
itself involves a cost F2 > 0.3It will be evident from the analysis below that all of our results can be straightforwardly generalized
to the case where an innovator receives payoff 7rfrstr when copied, whereas the copier receives rsecond
Since this has no major effect on the main economic insights and just adds notation, we do not pursue this
generalization.
4The structure of equilibria without this assumption is trivial as our analysis in Section 3 shows.
Now we are in a position to define strategies in this game. Let a history up to time t
be denoted by ht. The set of histories is denoted by Vj. A strategy for a firm is a mapping
from time t and the history of the game up to t, ht, to the flow rate of experimentation at
time t and the distribution over projects. Thus, the time t strategy can be written as
o : R+ x W -+ R+ x A ({1, 2}) ,
where N+ =R+ U {+oo} and A ({1, 2}) denotes the set of probability distributions over
the set of projects (project available to the first, second firm is labeled 1, 2 respectively),
corresponding to the choice of project when the firm implements one. The latter piece of
generality is largely unnecessary (and will be omitted), since there will never be mixing
over projects (a firm will either copy a successful project or experiment with the project
for which it has received a positive signal). Here o- (t, h') = (0, -) corresponds to waiting at
time t and a (t, h') = (oo, j) corresponds to implementing project j at time t, which could
be experimentation or copying of a successful project. Let us also denote the strategy of
firm i = 1, 2 by o- = { u (t, .)} I .
History up to time t can be summarized by two events at E {0, 1} denoting whether
the other firm has experimented up to time t and s' E {0, 1} denoting whether this choice
was successful. With a slight abuse of notation we will use both a (t, ht) and a (t, , at, st) to
denote time t strategies. We study subgame perfect equilibria in the environment defined
above. In particular, a subgame perfect equilibrium (or simply equilibrium) is a strategy
profile (6i, 62) such that (&1Ihk, &2 1hk) is a Nash equilibrium of the subgame defined by
history ht for all histories h' E V4 , where &i hk denotes the restriction of &i to the histories
consistent with hk.
2.1 Asymmetric Equilibria
Even though firms are symmetric (in terms of their payoffs and information), there can
be symmetric and asymmetric equilibria. Our main interest is with symmetric equilibria,
where strategies are independent of the identity of the player. Nevertheless, it is convenient
to start with asymmetric equilibria. These equilibria are somewhat less natural, because,
as we will see, they involve one of the players never experimenting until the other one does.
Before describing the equilibria, we introduce some additional notation. In particular,
the flow rate of experimentation o induces a stochastic distribution of "stopping time,"
which we denote by r. The stopping time r designates the probability distribution that
experimentation will happen at any time t E R+ conditional on the other player not having
experimented until then. A pure strategy simply specifies T E IR+. For example, the
strategy of experimenting immediately is T = 0, whereas that of waiting for the other
firm's experimentation is represented by 7 = +oo. The T notation is convenient to use for
the next two propositions, while in characterizing the structure of equilibria we need to use
o (thus justifying the introduction of both notations). 5
In an asymmetric equilibrium, one of the firms, say 1, experiments immediately with
its research project. Firm 2 copies firm 1 immediately afterwards if the latter is successful
and tries its own project otherwise. Throughout the paper, when there are two firms, we
use the notation ~i to denote the firm i' 5 i.
Proposition 1. Suppose that Assumption 1 holds. Then there exist two asymmetric equi-
libria. In each equilibrium, Ti = 0 and i = +oo for i = 1, 2.
The proof of the proposition is straightforward and can be therefore omitted. Note
that the equilibria described above are not the only asymmetric equilibria in this environ-
ment. Another set of such equilibria involves one of the firms experimenting with positive
probability (not going to zero) at time t = 0 and both firms using a constant flow of experi-
mentation from then on. The crucial feature of asymmetric equilibria is that they explicitly
5Here we could follow the more precise approach in [63] for modeling strategies in continuous-time
games with jumps. This amounts to defining an extended strategy space, where stopping times are defined
for all t E R+ and also for t+ for any t E R+. In other words, strategies will be piecewise continuous
and right continuous functions of time, so that a jump immediately following some time t E R+ is well
defined. Throughout, we do allow such jumps, but do not introduce the additional notation, since this is
not necessary for any of the main economic insights or proofs.
condition on the identity of the firms.
2.2 Symmetric Equilibria
As mentioned above, asymmetric equilibria explicitly condition on the identity of the
firm: one of the firms, with label i, is treated differently than the firm with label ~ i. This
has important payoff consequences. In particular, it can be verified easily that firm ~ i
has strictly greater payoffs in the equilibrium of Proposition 1 than firm i. In addition,
as already noted in the previous section, asymmetric equilibria rely on some degree of
coordination between the firms, e.g., one of them will not experiment until the other one
does. In this light, symmetric equilibria, where strategies are not conditioned on firms'
"labels," and firms obtain the same equilibrium payoffs in expectation are more natural.
In this section, we study such symmetric equilibria.
As defined above a firm's strategy is a mapping from time and the firm's information
set to the flow rate of experimentation with a project. We refer to a strategy as pure if the
flow rate of experimentation at a given time t is either 0 or oc. Our first result shows that
there are no pure-strategy symmetric equilibria.
Proposition 2. Suppose that Assumption 1 holds. Then there exist no symmetric pure-
strategy equilibria.
Proof. Suppose, to obtain a contradiction, that a symmetric pure-strategy equilibrium
exists. Then r* = t E R+ for i = 1, 2, yielding payoff
V (T*, r*) = erpII 1
to both players. Now consider a deviation T' > t for one of the firms, which involves waiting
for a time interval e and copying a successful innovation if there is such an innovation during
this time interval. As c - 0, this strategy gives the deviating firm payoff equal to
V (r', r*) = lim e-+(t±) [PII2 + (1 - P)PII1]
Assumption 1 implies that V (r', T*) > V (T*, T*), establishing the result. *
Proposition 2 is intuitive. Asymmetric equilibria involve one of the firms always waiting
for the other one to experiment and receiving higher payoff. Intuitively, Proposition 2
implies that in symmetric equilibria both firms would like to be in the position of the firm
receiving higher payoffs and thus delaying their own experimentation in order to benefit
from that of the other firm. These incentives imply that no (symmetric) equilibrium can
have immediate experimentation with probability 1 by either firm.
Proposition 2 also implies that all symmetric equilibria must involve mixed strategies.
Moreover, any candidate equilibrium strategy must involve copying of a successful project
in view of Assumption 1 and immediate experimentation when the other firm has experi-
mented. Therefore, we can restrict attention to time t strategies of the form
(1, ~ i) if a' l 1 and s' = 1,
dx (t, at, st) (1, i) if at = 1 and st = 0, (2.2)
(A(t),i if a' = 0,
where A : R+ -+ R+ designates the flow rate of experimentation at time t conditional on
no experimentation by either firm up to time t. Given this observation, from now on we
will work directly with A(t).
Next we derive an explicit characterization of the (unique) symmetric equilibrium. The
next lemma (proof in the appendix) shows that symmetric equilibria must involve mixing
on all t E R+ and will be used in the characterization of mixed-strategy equilibria.
Lemma 1. The support of mixed strategy equilibria is R+-
Lemma 1 implies that in all symmetric equilibria there will be mixing at all times (until
there is experimentation). Using this observation, Proposition 3 characterizes the unique
symmetric equilibrium. Let us illustrate the reasoning here by assuming that firms use a
constant flow rate of experimentation (the proof of Proposition 3 relaxes this assumption).
In particular, suppose that firm ~ i innovates at the flow rate A for all t E R+. Then the
value of innovating at time t (i.e., choosing T = t) for firm i is
V (t) = Ae-Aze- [PH2+ (1 - p) pHI] dz+ e A ertp112 . (2.3)
This expression uses the fact that when firm - i is experimenting at the flow rate A, the
timing of its experimentation has an exponential distribution, with density AeA'. Then
the first term in (2.3) is the expected discounted value from the experimentation of firm ~ '
between 0 and t (again taking into account that following an experimentation, a successful
innovation will be copied, with continuation value pH 2 + (1 - p) pH1). The second term
is the probability that firm ~ i does not experiment until t, which, given the exponential
distribution, is equal to e--At, multiplied by the expected discounted value to firm i when
it is the first to experiment at time t (given by e'tpHl2).
Lemma 1 implies that V (t) must be constant in t for all t C R+. Therefore, its derivative
V'(t) must be equal to zero for all t in any symmetric equilibrium implying that
V' (t) = Ae-Atert [pH 2 + (1 - p) pH1] - (r + A) e-AtertpH2 = 0, (2.4)
for all t. This equation has a unique solution:
A* for all t. (2.5)i-p
The next proposition shows that this result also holds when both firms can use time-varying
experimentation rates.
Proposition 3. Suppose that Assumption 1 holds. Then there exists a unique symmetric
equilibrium. This equilibrium involves both firms using a constant flow rate of experimen-
tation A* as given by (2.5). Firm i immediately copies a successful innovation by firm ~ i
and experiments if firm - i experiments unsuccessfully.
Proof. Suppose that firm ~i experiments at the flow rate A (t) at time t E R+. Let us
define
m(t) j A(z)dz. (2.6)
Then the equivalent of (2.3) is
ft
V (t) = A (z) e-"(z)e z [pH 2 + (1 - p) pl 1 ] dz + e-"( ertp 2. (2.7)
Here ft A(z)e-"(z)dz is the probability that firm ~i (using strategy A) will experiment
between times ti and t 2, and e-m(t) = 1 - f A (z) e-"(z)dz is the probability that i
has not experimented before time t. Thus the first term is the expected discounted value
from the experimentation of firm ~ i between 0 and t (discounted and multiplied by the
probability of this event). The second term is again the probability that firm ~ i does not
experiment until t multiplied by the expected discounted value to firm i when it is the first
to experiment at time t (given by e~rtp1 2).
Lemma 1 implies that V (t) must be constant in t for all t c R+. Since V (t) is
differentiable in t, this implies that its derivative V' (t) must be equal to zero for all t.
Therefore,
V' (t) = A (t) e-"(e-rt [pH 2 + (1 - p) pH1] - (r + m'(t)) em(t)e~rtpl 2
= 0 for all t.
Moreover, note that m (t) is differentiable and m'(t) A(t). Therefore, this equation is
equivalent to
A (t) [pH2 + (1 - p) pH1] = (r + A(t)) PH2 for all t. (2.8)
The unique solution to (2.8) is (2.5), establishing the uniqueness of the symmetric equilib-
rium without restricting strategies to constant flow rates. *
We end this section by discussing how the equilibrium flow rate of experimentation
A*, given by equation (2.5), is affected by the relevant parameters. In particular, consider
increasing -ri (the inequality r2 > p -ri would clearly continue to hold). This increases
the value of waiting for a firm and leaves the value of experimenting unchanged, so the
equilibrium flow rate of experimentation declines, i.e., increasing 7ri reduces # and A*.
2.3 Multiple Firms
Let us now suppose that there are N firms, each of which receives a positive signal
about one of the projects. The probability that the project that has received a positive
signal will succeed is still p and each firm receives a signal about a different project. Let
7ra denote the flow payoff from a project that is implemented by n other firms and define
r
Once again, # 172/ 1 i as specified in (2.1) and Assumption 1 holds, so that # > p.
The following proposition is established using similar arguments to those in the previous
two sections and its proof is omitted.
Proposition 4. Suppose that Assumption 1 holds and that there are N > 2 firms. Then
there exist no symmetric pure-strategy equilibria. Moreover the support of the mixed-strategy
equilibria is R+.
It is also straightforward to show that there exist asymmetric pure-strategy equilibria.
For example, when HN/f1l > p, it is an equilibrium for firm 1 to experiment and the re-
maining N - 1 to copy if this firm is successful. If it is unsuccessful, then firm 2 experiments
and so on.
As in the previous two sections, symmetric equilibria are of greater interest. To char-
acterize the structure of symmetric equilibria, let us first suppose that
in =- 12 for all n > 2 (2.9)
and also to simplify the discussion, focus on symmetric equilibria with constant flow rates.
In particular, let the rate of experimentation when there are n > 2 firms be An. Consider a
subgame starting at time to with n firms that have not yet experimented (and all previous,
N - n, experiments have been unsuccessful). Then the continuation value of firm i (from
time to onwards) when it chooses to experiment with probability 1 at time to + t is
vn (t) = An (n - 1) e-A(n-)(z-to)e-r(z-to) [pH 2 + (1 - p) vn_1] dz + e-An(n-)tertp12 ,
(2.10)
where vn_1 is the maximum value that the firm can obtain when there are n - 1 firms
that have not yet experimented (where we again use v since this expression refers to
the continuation value from time to onwards). Intuitively, An (n - 1) e-A(n 1 )(z-to) is the
density at which one of the n - 1 other firms mixing at the rate An will experiment at
time z E (to, to + t). When this happens, it is successful with probability p and will
be copied by all other firms, and each will receive a value of e-r(z-to)U 2 (discounted
back to to). If it is is unsuccessful (probability 1 - p), the number of remaining firms
is n - 1, and this gives a value of vn_ 1. If no firm experiments until time t, firm i
chooses to experiment at this point and receives e-rplH2. The probability of this event
is 1 - f 0  An (n - 1) e-A(n-1)(z-to)dz - e-An(n)t. As usual, in a mixed strategy equilib-
rium, Vn (t) needs to be independent of t and moreover, it is clearly differentiable in t. So
its derivative must be equal to zero. This implies
An (n - 1) (pH2 + (1 - P) on_1] = (An (n - 1) + r) P112. (2.11)
Proposition 4 implies that there has to be mixing in all histories, thus
on = pH2 for all n > 2. (2.12)
Intuitively, mixing implies that the firm is indifferent between experimentation and wait-
ing, and thus its continuation payoff must be the same as the payoff from experimenting
immediately, which is P 1 2. Combining (2.11) and (2.12) yields
(1-p) (n -) (2.13)
This derivation implies that in the economy with N firms, each firm starts mixing at
the flow rate AN. Following an unsuccessful experimentation, they increase their flow rate
of experimentation to AN-1 , and so on.
The derivation leading up to (2.13) easily generalizes when we relax (2.9). To demon-
strate this, let us relax (2.9) and instead strengthen Assumption 1 to:
Assumption 2.
Un > PH1 for all n.
The value of experimenting at time t (starting with n firms) is now given by a general-
ization of (2.10):
to +ton (t) = An (n - 1) e- An,(n-1)(z-to)-r(2-to) [pn + (1 - p) vn-] dz + e-An(n-)te-rtpn.
Again differentiating this expression with respect to t and setting the derivative equal to
zero gives the equivalent indifference condition to (2.11) as
An (n - 1) [pIln + (1 - p) Vn_ 1] = (An (n - 1) + r)pll. (2.14)
for n = 2, ..., N. In addition, we still have
on = pIn for all n > 2.
Combining this with (2.14), we obtain
r H
(n - 1) An for n = 2, ..., N, (2.15)1 - p In_1
and let us adopt the convention that A, = +o. Note that the expression on the left hand
side is the aggregate rate of experimentation that a firm is facing from the remaining firms.
This derivation establishes the following proposition.
Proposition 5. Suppose that Assumption 2 holds. Then there exists a unique symmetric
equilibrium. In this equilibrium, when there are n = 1, 2, ..., N firms that have not yet
experimented, each experiments at the constant flow rate An as given by (2.15). A successful
imnovation is immediately copied by all remaining firms. An unsuccessful experimentation
starting with n > 3 firms is followed by all remaining firms experimenting at the flow rate
Ani.
An interesting feature of Proposition 5 is that after an unsuccessful experimentation,
the probability of further experimentation may decline. Whether this is the case or not
depends on how fast I-n decreases in n.
Chapter 3
Patents and Optimal Allocations
The analysis so far has established that symmetric equilibria involve mixed strategies,
potential delays, and also staggered experimentation (meaning that with probability 1, one
of the firms will experiment before others). Asymmetric equilibria avoid delays, but also
feature staggered experimentation. Moreover, they are less natural, because they involve
one of the firms never acting (experimenting) until the other one does and also because they
give potentially very different payoffs to different firms. In this section, we first establish
the inefficiency of (symmetric) equilibria. We then suggest that an appropriately-designed
patent system can implement optimal allocations. While all of the results in the section
hold for N > 2 firms, we focus on the case with two firms to simplify notation.
3.1 Welfare
It is straightforward to see that symmetric equilibria are Pareto suboptimal. Suppose
that there exists a social planner that can decide the experimentation time for each firm.
Suppose also that the social planner would like to maximize the sum of the present dis-
counted values of the two firms. Clearly, in practice an optimal allocation (and thus the
objective function of the social planner) may also take into account the implications of these
innovations on consumers. However, we have not so far specified how consumer welfare is
affected by the replication of successful innovations versus new innovations. Therefore, in
what follows, we focus on optimal allocations from the viewpoint of firms. This would also
be the optimal allocation taking consumer welfare into account when consumer surpluses
from a new innovation and from a successful innovation implemented by two firms are
proportional to 1 and 2H2, respectively. If we take the differential consumer surpluses
created by these innovations into account, this would only affect the thresholds provided
below, and for completeness, we also indicate what these alternative thresholds would be.
The social planner could adopt one of two strategies:
1. Staggered experimentation: this would involve having one of the firms experiment at
t = 0; if it is successful, then the other firm would copy the innovation, and otherwise
the other firm would experiment immediately. Denote the surplus generated by this
strategy by S.
2. Simultaneous experimentation: this would involve having both firms experiment im-
mediately at t = 0. Denote the surplus generated by this strategy by S2
It is clear that no other strategy could be optimal for the planner. Moreover, Sf and
S2 have simple expressions. In particular,
S = 2p112 + (1 - p) pH1 . (3.1)
Intuitively, one of the firms experiments first and is successful with probability p. When
this happens, the other firm copies a successful innovation, with total payoff 2112. With
the complementary probability, 1 - p, the first firm is unsuccessful, and the second firm
experiments independently, with expected payoff pH1. These payoffs occur immediately
after the first experimentation and thus are not discounted.
The alternative is to have both firms experiment immediately, which generates expected
surplus
S = 2pU1. (3.2)
The comparison of Sf and S' implies that simultaneous experimentation by both firms
is optimal when 2/ < 1 + p. In contrast, when 2# > 1 + p, the optimal allocation involves
one of the firms experimenting first, and the second firm copying successful innovations.
This is stated in the next proposition (proof in the text).
Proposition 6. Suppose that
2# > 1 +p, (3.3)
then the optimal allocation involves staggered experimentation, that is, experimentation by
one firm and copying of successful innovations. If (3.3) does not hold, then the optimal
allocation involves immediate experimentation by both firms. When 2# = 1 + p, both
staggered experimentation and immediate experimentation are socially optimal.
Note at this point that if consumer surpluses from a new innovation and from the two
firms implementing the same project were, respectively, Ci and 202, then we would have
Sj' = 2p (112 + C2)+ (1 - p)p (HI1+ C)
= 2p(H 1 +Ci).
Denoting -y = (112 + C2) / (11 + CI), it is then clear that condition (3.3) would be replaced
by 2-y > 1 + p and the rest of the analysis would remain unchanged. If C2 = K142 and
C1 = NHII, then this condition would be identical to (3.3).
Let us now compare this to the equilibria characterized so far. Clearly, asymmetric
equilibria are identical to the first strategy of the planner and thus generate surplus S'
(recall subsection 2.1.). In contrast, the (unique) symmetric equilibrium generates social
surplus
SE j 2A*e (2 A*+r)t [2pH2 + (1 - p) p1i] dt (3.4)
2A*
2A* + r [2pU1 2 + (1 - p) pHI1] = 2p2,
where A* is the (constant) equilibrium flow rate of experimentation given by (2.5). The
first line of (3.4) applies because the time of first experimentation corresponds to the
first realization of one of two random variables, both with an exponential distribution
with parameter A* and time is discounted at the rate r. If the first experimentation is
successful, which has probability p, surplus is equal to 2H2, and otherwise (with probability
1 - p), the second firm also experiments, with expected payoff p 11 . The second line is
obtained by solving the integral and substituting for (3.1). An alternative way to obtain
that SE = 2 pH2 is by noting that at equilibrium the two firms are mixing with a constant
flow of experimentation for all times, thus the expected payoff for each should be equal to
the payoff when they experiment at time t = 0, i.e., PH2.
A straightforward comparison shows that SE is always (strictly) less than both SP
and S2'. Therefore, the unique symmetric equilibrium is always inefficient. Moreover, this
inefficiency can be quantified in a simple manner. Let SP = max {S", S2} and consider
the ratio of equilibrium social surplus to the social surplus in the optimal allocation as a
measure of inefficiency:
SE
SR.
Naturally, the lower is s the more inefficient is the equilibrium.
Clearly, s < 1, so that the equilibrium is always inefficient as stated above. More
specifically, let us first suppose that (3.3) holds. Then, the source of inefficiency is delayed
experimentation. In this case,
SE
2A* 2#
2A* + r 2 + 1 - p'
where the last equality simply uses (2.5). It is clear that s is minimized, for given p, as
# = (1 + p) /2 (its lower bound given (3.3)). In that case, we have
1 + p
2
In addition, as p 4 0, 5 can be as low as 1/2.
Next consider the case where (3.3) does not hold. Then
SE
2A* 2p2 + (1 - P) PHi
2A*+r 2pHI
where the last equality again uses (2.5) and the definition of 3 from (2.1). Since this
expression applies when 3 < 1 + p, # can be arbitrarily small as long as p is small (to
satisfy the constraint that # > p), and thus in this case s 4 0. In both cases, the source of
inefficiency of the symmetric equilibrium is because it generates insufficient incentives for
experimentation. In the first case this exhibits itself as delayed experimentation, and in
the second, as lack of experimentation by one of the firms.
This discussion establishes (proof in the text).
Proposition 7. 1. Asymmetric equilibria are Pareto optimal and maximize social sur-
plus when (3.3) holds, but fail to maximize social surplus when (3.3) does not hold.
2. The unique symmetric equilibrium is always Pareto suboptimal and never maximizes
social surplus. When (3.3) holds, this equilibrium involves delayed experimentation,
and when (3.3) does not hold, there is insufficient experimentation.
3. When (3.3) holds, the relative surplus in the equilibrium compared to the surplus in
the optimal allocation, s, can be as small as 1/2. When (3.3) does not hold, the
symmetric equilibrium can be arbitrarily inefficient. In particular, s 4 0 as p 4 0 and
/34.0.
It is straightforward to verify that the results in this proposition apply exactly if con-
sumer surpluses are proportional to firm profits, i.e., C2 = KI 2 and C1 - KII 1. If this is not
the case, then the worst-case scenario considered in part 3 can become even worse because
of the misalignment between firm profits and consumer surplus resulting from different
types of successful research projects.
3.2 Patents
The previous section established the inefficiency of the symmetric equilibrium resulting
from delayed and insufficient experimentation. In this section, we discuss how patents can
solve or ameliorate this problem. Our main argument is that a patent system provides
incentives for greater experimentation or for experimentation without delay.
We model a simple patent system, whereby a patent is granted to any firm that un-
dertakes a successful innovation. If a firm copies a patented innovation, it has to make a
payment (compulsory license fee) 77 to the holder of the patent. We discuss the relationship
between this payment and licensing fees in the next section. An appropriately-designed
patent system (i.e., the appropriate level of 77) can achieve two objectives simultaneously.
First, it can allow firms to copy others when it is socially beneficial for the knowledge cre-
ated by innovations to spread to others (and prevent it when it is not beneficial). Second,
it can provide compensation to innovators, so that incentives to free-ride on others are
weakened. In particular, when staggered experimentation is optimal, a patent system can
simultaneously provide incentives to one firm to innovate early and to the other firm to
copy an existing innovation. When q is chosen appropriately, the patent system provides
incentives for the ex post transfer of knowledge. However, more crucially, it also encour-
ages innovation because an innovation that is copied becomes more profitable than copying
another innovation and paying the patent fee. The key here is that the incentives provided
by the patent system are "conditional" on whether the other firm has experimented or
not, and thus induce an "asymmetric" response from the two firms. This makes innovation
relatively more profitable when the other firm copies and less profitable when the other
firm innovates. This incentive structure encourages one of the firms to be the innovator
precisely when the other firm is copying. Consequently, the resulting equilibria resemble
asymmetric equilibria. Moreover, these asymmetric incentives imply that, when the patent
system is designed appropriately, a symmetric equilibrium no longer exists. It is less prof-
itable for a firm to innovate when the other firm is also innovating, because innovation no
longer brings patent revenues. Conversely, it is not profitable for a firm to wait when the
other firm waits, because there is no innovation to copy in that case.
Our main result in this section formalizes these ideas. We state this result in the
following proposition and then provide most of the proof, which is intuitive, in the text.
Proposition 8. Consider the model with two firms. Suppose that Assumption 1 holds.
Then:
1. When (3.3) holds, a patent system with
1 E) ,I ) H2 - PH12
(which is feasible in view of (3.3)), implements the optimal allocation, which involves
staggered experimentation, in all equilibria. That is, in all equilibria one firm ex-
periments first, and the other one copies a successful innovation and experiments
immediately following an unsuccessful experimentation.
2. When (3.3) does not hold, then the optimal allocation, which involves simultaneous
experimentation, is implemented as the unique equilibrium by a patent system with
Ta > H2 - Phi.
That is, there exists a unique equilibrium in which both firms immediately experiment.
Let us start with the first claim in Proposition 8. We outline the argument for why
T1 < H2 - PHi implies that there exists an equilibrium with staggered experimentation, and
7 2 9 r1 ensures that other equilibria, which involve delayed experimentation, are ruled
out. Observe that since rj < 112 - P 1I, the equilibrium involves copying of a successful
innovation by a firm that has not acted yet. However, incentives for delaying to copy are
weaker because copying now has an additional cost TI, and innovation has an additional
benefit 1 if the other firm is imitating. Suppose that firm - i will innovate at some date
T > 0 (provided that firm i has not done so until then). Then the payoffs to firm i when
it chooses experimentation and waiting are
experiment now = p (112 + 77)
wait = e~T (P (12 - ) + (1 - p) pH1I).
It is clear that for any T > 0, experimenting is a strict best response, since
p (12+ 7)) 2p (112 -77) + (1 - p)pHI
given that T > 1-Pri. So experimenting immediately against a firm that is waiting is
optimal. To show that all equilibria implement the optimal allocation, we also need to
show that both firms experimenting immediately is not an equilibrium. Suppose they did
so. Then the payoff to each firm, as a function of whether they experiment or wait, would
be
experiment now = P 1i
wait = p (112 - ) + (1 -p) pH 1 .
Waiting is a strict best response since
p (1 12 - q) + (1 - p)pP11 > pH1
which holds in view of the fact that Ty < H2 - p 1i. This argument makes it intuitive that
patents induce an equilibrium structure without delay: waiting is (strictly) optimal when
the other firm is experimenting immediately and experimenting immediately is (strictly)
optimal when the other firm is waiting. To establish this claim formally, we need to prove
that there are no mixed strategy equilibria. This is done in the next lemma.
Lemma 2. When equation (3.3) holds, there does not exist any equilibrium with mixing.
Proof. Let us write the expected present discounted value of experimenting at time t for
firm i when firm ~i experiments at the flow rate A (t) as in (2.7) in the proof of Proposition
3 except that we now take patent payments into account and use equation (3.3) so that
copying a successful innovation is still profitable. This expression is
V (t) = A (z) e-(z)e-z [p (112 - ) + (1 - p) pHl] dz + e e--p (J 2 + 'q),
where m (t) is given by (2.6) in the proof of Proposition 3. This expression must be constant
for all t in the support of the mixed-strategy equilibrium. The argument in the proof of
Proposition 3 establishes that A (t) must satisfy
A (t) [p (H2 - I) + (1 - p)PH1] = (r + A (t))p (112 + I).
It can be verified easily that since q > (-Pri this equation cannot be satisfied for any
A (t) E R+ (for any t). Therefore, there does not exist any equilibrium with mixing. *
Let us next turn to the second claim in the proposition. Suppose that (3.3) is not
satisfied and let q > 112 - p1 i. Then it is not profitable for a firm to copy a successful
innovation. Therefore, both firms have a unique optimal strategy which is to experiment
immediately, which coincides with the optimal allocation characterized in Proposition 6.
The intuition for the results in Proposition 8 can also be obtained by noting that the
patent system is inducing experimenters to internalize the externalities that they create.
Let us focus on part 1 and suppose that firm 1 experiments while firm 2 delays and copies
a successful innovation by firm 1. In this case, the social surplus is equal to 2pH 2 +
(1 - p) pHI. Firm 1 only receives pH2 without a patent, and if it were to deviate and
delay experimentation, firm 2 would instead receive pH2 . Thus to internalize the positive
externality that it is creating, firm 1 needs to be compensated for (1 - p) PHi. A licensee
fee of q (>- achieves this, since by experimenting firm 1 receives this license fee with
probability p and by delaying, it would have had to pay the same license fee with probability
p (and thus 2pl > (1 - p) pHI). The requirement that 7 < H 2 - pHI then simply ensures
that firm 2 indeed wishes to copy the innovation despite the license fee.
The preceding discussion and Proposition 8 show how an appropriately-designed patent
system can be useful by providing stronger incentives for experimentation. When simul-
taneous experimentation by all parties is socially beneficial, a patent system can easily
achieve this by making copying (or "free-riding") unprofitable. On the other hand, when
ex post transfer of knowledge is socially beneficial, the patent system can instead ensure
this while also preventing delays in all equilibria. It is important to emphasize that, in
the latter case, the patent system provides such incentives selectively, so that only one
of the firms engages in experimentation and the other firm potentially benefits from the
innovation of the first firm. In contrast to patents, simple subsidies to research could not
achieve this objective. This is stated in the next proposition and highlights the particular
utility of a patent system in this environment.
Proposition 9. Suppose that equation (3.3) holds. Consider a direct subsidy w > 0 given
to a firm that experiments. There exists no w > 0 such that all equilibria with subsidies
correspond to the optimal allocation.
Proof. This is straightforward to see. If w ;> I 2 -PHI, there exists an equilibrium in which
both firms experiment immediately and if w < H2 - PHI, the symmetric mixed-strategy
equilibrium with delayed experimentation survives. m
It is also clear that the same argument applies to subsidies to successful innovation or
any combination of subsidies to innovation and experimentation.
3.3 Patents and License Fees
The analysis in the previous section assumed that a firm can copy a successful innovation
and in return it has to make some pre-specified payment (compulsory license fee) r to the
original innovator. In practice patents often provide exclusive rights to the innovator, who
is then allowed to license its product or discovery to other firms. If so, the license fee 77
would need to be negotiated between the innovator and the (potential) copying firm rather
than determined in advance. While such voluntary licensing is an important aspect of the
patent system in practice, it is not essential for the theoretical insights we would like to
emphasize.
To illustrate this, let us suppose that the copying firm is developing a different but highly
substitutable product to the first innovation. Suppose further that the patent system gives
exclusive rights to the innovator but if the second firm copies a successful innovation, the
court system needs to determine damages. How the court system functions is also part of the
patent system. In particular, suppose that if a firm copies a successful innovation without
licensing and the innovator brings a lawsuit, it will succeed with probability p E (0, 1) and
the innovator will receive damages equal to K (H1 - H2), where K > 0. We ignore legal
fees. Given this legal environment, let us interpret q as a license fee negotiated between
the potential copying firm and the innovator. For simplicity, suppose that this negotiation
can be represented by a take-it-or-leave-it offer by the innovator (this has no effect on the
conclusions of this section). If the two firms agree to licensing, their joint surplus is 212. If
they disagree, then the outside option of the copying firm is max {pIi; 112 - pK (H1 - H2)),
where the max operator takes care of the fact that the best alternative for the "copying"
firm may be to experiment if there is no explicit licensing agreement. Without licensing,
the innovator will receive an expected return of E 2 + pK (E1 - El2) if El2 - PK (E 1 - El2) >
pH1 and E1 otherwise. This implies that the negotiated license fee, as a function of the
parameters of the legal system, will be
pK (U1 -112) if Pl 1 < 1 2 - pr, (1 - H2),
r0 (P, I) = 112 - P 1 i if PE1 > H2 - pK(El 1 1- 2 ) and 2H2 > i,
oo otherwise,
where oo denotes a prohibitively expensive license fee, such that no copying takes place.
Clearly, by choosing p and K, it can be ensured that r/ (p, r,) is greater than El2 - PTl 1 when
(3.3) does not hold and is between (1 - p) E 1/2 and E 2 -Pl 1 when it holds. This illustrates
how an appropriately-designed legal enforcement system can ensure that equilibrium license
fees play exactly the same role as the pre-specified patent fees did in Proposition 8.
Chapter 4
Firms with Heterogeneous
Information
Fort the remainder, we relax the assumption that all firms receive signals with identical
precision. Instead, now signal quality differs across firms. We continue to assume that each
firm receives a positive signal about a single project. But the information content of these
signals differs. We parameterize signal quality by the probability with which the indicated
project is successful and denote it by p (or by pi for firm i). We distinguish two cases.
First, we discuss the case when signals are publicly known (we limit the discussion to two
firms) and, then, we study the case when the signals are drawn from a known distribution
represented by the cumulative distribution function G (p) (G is assumed to have strictly
positive and continuous density g (p) over its support [a, b] c [0, 1]) and the realization of
p for each firm is independent of the realizations for others and is private information. For
the case of private signals we discuss the case of two firms in the main text and relegate a
discussion on the extension to multiple firms to Appendix B. Finally, throughout we focus
on the equivalent of symmetric equilibria where strategies do not depend on firm identity.
4.1 Publicly Known Signals
Let Pi, P2 denote the signals of firms 1 and 2 respectively. We also impose:
Assumption 3.
7ri > 7r2 > minfp1, p2} - Tri.
Note that Assumption 3 implies that firm i = arg min{pi, P2} would find it optimal to
copy firm - i, if the latter was successful at experimentation. Also, note that when
min{pi, P2} 7 1 > r2 the structure of the equilibrium is straightforward. Let us consider
the following two cases: (1) max{pi,p 2} -7r1 > r2 and (2) max{p1,p 2} -7r1 < r2 . The next
proposition characterizes the unique equilibrium (in fully mixed strategies prior to any
experimentation) in both cases (the proof is omitted as it uses similar arguments to that of
Proposition 3). For the remainder of the section, let pmax max{p 1 , P2}, Pmin min{p1 , P2}
and similarly imax - arg max{p1, P2} and imin-= arg min{pi, P2}.
Proposition 10. Suppose that Assumption 3 holds. Then, there exists a unique equilibrium
in fully mixed strategies prior to any experimentation. In particular:
(1) Suppose Prax - 7 1 < 7 2 . Then, in the unique fully mixed equilibrium, firm 1 uses the
constant flow rate of experimentation A1 = 1 -2)B and firm 2 uses the rate
A 2  r-pi1) Firm i immediately copies a successful innovation by firm i(l-P2)P1+(P2-Pl)/P
and experiments if - i experiments unsuccessfully.
(2) Suppose max{p1, p 2} -r 1 > 7 2. Then, in the unique fully mixed equilibrium, firm min
uses the constant flow rate of experimentation Amin = and firm i uses the rate
Amax = 4_ " . Firm imin immediately copies a successful innovation by firm
imax and experiments if imax experiments unsuccessfully. On the other hand, if imin
experiments first, then imax experiments with its own research project (does not copy
the potential innovation).
It is worth noting that when max{pi , P2} -r1l > r2 , firm imax delays experimentation not
to copy a potential innovation by firm imin but so as not to get copied by Imin. Proposition
11 is analogous to Proposition 6 and describes the optimal allocation in this setting (proof
is omitted).
Proposition 11. Suppose that
2# > 1 + Pmin, (4.1)
then the optimal allocation involves staggered experimentation, that is, experimentation
by firm imax first and copying of successful innovations. If (4.1) does not hold, then the
optimal allocation involves immediate experimentation by both firms. When 2 = 1 + pmin,
both staggered experimentation and immediate experimentation are socially optimal.
Moreover, we can show that a patent system with:
(1 pmin) pmaxli - (Pmax - pmin) 12
r/ E [min{H 2 -- pmax21, Pi±P i) 2  -Pminfl1
implements the optimal allocation in all equilibria, when (4.1) holds. When (4.1) does
not hold, then the optimal allocation is implemented as the unique equilibrium by a patent
system with r > H2 -PminHi (the claim follows by similar arguments to those in Proposition
8). An interesting feature of the optimal allocation illustrated by Proposition 11 is that
it involves a monotonicity, whereby the firm with the strongest signal experiments earlier
(no later) than the firm with the weaker signal. Yet, this monotonicity does not necessarily
hold at equilibrium, since there is a positive.probability that the firm with the weaker signal
(imin) experiments before the firm with the stronger signal (imax).
4.2 Private Signals
For the remainder, we assume that p's are drawn independently from a known distri-
bution with cumulative distribution function G(p) and continuous density g(p) over its
support. As the title of the section indicates, the realization of p's are private information.
We start with the following lemma, which follows from the definition of # in (2.1). It will
play an important role in the analysis that follows (proof omitted).
Lemma 3. Suppose that firm - i has innovated successfully. If pi > /, firm i prefers to
experiment with its own project. If pi < /, firm i prefers to copy a successful project.
Proposition 12 below provides a characterization of the unique symmetric equilibrium
with two firms. We show that the equilibrium takes the following form: firms with strong
signals (in particular, p ;> /) experiment immediately, while those with weaker signals (i.e.,
p < #) experiment at time T(p) with T(/) 0, unless there has been experimentation at
any earlier time. Function T(p) is strictly decreasing and maps signals to time of exper-
imentation provided that the other player has not yet experimented. The proof of the
proposition uses a series of lemmas and is relegated to the Appendix.
Proposition 12. Let the support of G be [a, b] c [0,1] and define b - min{, b} and
1 F-
W /p) G [log G(b) (1 - b) - log G(p) (1 - p) + log G(z)dz . (4.2)
rOG (6) f
Then the unique symmetric equilibrium involves:
(p) 0 if p > /3
-r (p) if p E [a, #)
That is, firms with p > /3 experiment immediately and firms with p C [a, /) experiment at
time T (p) unless there has been an experimentation at t < i (p). If there is experimentation
at t < - (p), then a firm with p E [a, 0) copies it if the previous attempt was successful and
experiments immediately if it was unsuccessful.
A particularly simple example to illustrate Proposition 12 is obtained when G is uniform
over [a, b] for 0 < a < b < /. In that case
1
T (p) = - [p- logp - b+logb] for allp E [a,b]. (4.3)
r#
An interesting feature of the symmetric equilibria in this case is evident from (4.3): for a
arbitrarily close to 0, experimentation may be delayed for arbitrarily long time. It can be
verified from (4.2) that this is a general feature (for types arbitrarily close to to the lower
support a, - log G (p) is arbitrarily large).
4.3 Welfare
In this section, we discuss welfare in the environment with private, heterogeneous signals
studied in the previous section. In particular, consider a social planner that is interested
in maximizing total surplus (as in Section 3.1. What the social planner can achieve will
depend on her information and on the set of instruments that she has access to. For
example, if the social planner observes the signal quality, p, for each firm, then she can
achieve a much better allocation than the equilibrium characterized above. However, it
is more plausible to limit the social planner to the same information structure. In that
case, the social planner will have to choose either the same equilibrium allocation as in the
symmetric equilibria characterized in the previous two sections, or she will implement an
asymmetric equilibrium, where one of the firms is instructed to experiment first regardless
of its p (this cannot be conditioned on p since p is private information).1
More specifically, let us focus on the economy with two firms and suppose that the sup-
port of G is [a, b] C [0, #3]. In this case, without eliciting information about the realization
of firm types, the p's, the planner has three strategies.
1. Staggered asymmetric experimentation: in this case, the social planner would instruct
one of the firms to experiment immediately and then have the other firm copy if there
is a successful innovation. Since the social planner does not know the p's, she has
to pick the experimenting firm randomly. We denote the social surplus generated by
this strategy by Sf.
'Yet another alternative is to specify exactly the instruments available to the planner and characterize
the solution to a mechanism design problem by the planner. However, if these instruments allow messages
and include payments conditional on messages, the planner can easily elicit the necessary information from
the firms.
2. Staggered equilibrium experimentation: alternatively, the social planner could let the
firms play the symmetric equilibrium of the previous two sections, whereby a firm of
type p will experiment at time T (p) unless there has previously been an experimen-
tation by the other firm. We denote the social surplus generated by this strategy by
SE, since this is the same as the equilibrium outcome. 2
3. Simultaneous experimentation: in this case, the social planner would instruct both
firms to experiment immediately. We denote the social surplus generated by this
strategy by S2.
The social surpluses from these different strategies are given as follows. In the case of
staggered asymmetric experimentation, we have
S1 j p12U2 + (1 - P1) (jP2dG (P2)) fiI dG (p1).
In contrast, the expected surplus from the unique (mixed-strategy) symmetric equilibrium
can be written as
SE _
b -rr(max{pi,p2 }) [max pi, P2} 21 2 ± (1- max p, P2 1) j min pi P2 Ij1 dG (pi) dG (P2) .
Intuitively, this expression follows by observing that in the equilibrium as specified in
Proposition 20, the firm with the stronger signal (higher p) will experiment first, so there
will be delay until max {Pi, P2}. At that point, this firm will succeed with probability
max {pi, P2}, in which case the second firm will copy. If the first firm fails (probability 1 -
2 Without eliciting information about firm types and without using additional instruments, the social
planner cannot implement another monotone staggered experimentation allocation. For example, she could
announce that if there is no innovation until some time t > 0, one of the firms will be randomly forced
to experiment. But such schemes will not preserve monotonicity, since at time t, it may be the firm with
lower p that may be picked for experimentation. In the next section, we discuss how she can implement
better allocations using patent payments.
max {pi, P2}), then the second firm experiments and succeeds with probability min {Pi, P2}.
Since both p1 and P2 are randomly drawn independently from G, we integrate over G twice
to find the expected surplus.
The surplus from simultaneous experimentation, on the other hand, takes a simple form
and is given by
b
S = 2U11  pdG (p),
since in this case each firm is successful and generates payoff I with probability p dis-
tributed with distribution function G.
In this case, there is no longer any guarantee that max {SI, Sf} > SE. Therefore, the
symmetric equilibrium may generate a higher expected surplus (relative to allocations in
which the social planner does not have additional instruments). To illustrate this, let us
consider a specific example, where p has a uniform distribution over [0,#]. In this case,
staggered asymmetric experimentation gives
j j 2p1 1 2 + (1 - p1)p 2IUdp 2 dp1 =U2 +
whereas simultaneous experimentation gives
j = 2pH1 dp = #Hi = H2 -
Comparing simultaneous experimentation and staggered asymmetric experimentation, we
can conclude that Sf > S2' whenever # > 2/3 and Sf < S2 whenever # < 2/3, showing
that, as in the case with common signals, either simultaneous or staggered experimentation
might be optimal. Next, we can also compare these surpluses to SE. Since p is uniformly
distributed in [0, #], (4.2) implies that
1
T(p) = - [p - logp - # + log#] .
r#
As a consequence, max{p1, P2} has a Beta(2,1) distribution (over [0, 0]) while min{p 1 , p 2} is
distributed Beta(1,2). Then evaluating the expression for SE, we find that when 0 < 0 <
2/3, S2j > SE, so simultaneous experimentation gives the highest social surplus. When
2/3 < / 5 #* ~ 0.895, Sf > SE, so that staggered asymmetric experimentation gives
the highest social surplus. Finally, when #* < # K 1, SE > Sf > SP, so the symmetric
equilibrium gives higher social surplus than both staggered asymmetric experimentation
and simultaneous experimentation.
Finally, it is also straightforward to see that by choosing G to be highly concentrated
around a particular value p, we show that the symmetric equilibrium can be arbitrarily
inefficient relative to the optimal allocation.
4.4 Equilibrium with Patents
Equilibria with patents are also richer in the presence of heterogeneity. Let us again focus
on the case in which there are two firms. Suppose that there is a patent system identical
to the one discussed in Section 3.2, whereby a firm that copies a successful innovation pays
77 to the innovator. Let us define
1917 = H72 - (4.4)
Hi
It is clear, with a reasoning similar to Lemma 3, that only firms with p < p7 will copy
when the patent system specifies a payment of r/. The next proposition characterizes the
structure of equilibria with patents (the proof is relegated to the Appendix).
Proposition 13. Suppose that there are two firms and the patent system specifies a payment
q > 0 for copying. Let pR be given by (4.4), the support of G be [a, b] c [0,1], and define
b = min {b, p'} and
-r
17 (p)
1 log G (b) (11 - 21 - bl1) - log G (p) (l 1 - 2r - pH1) + H1 log G (z) dzl.
r(J 2 + rI)G (b) L
(4.5)
Then the unique symmetric equilibrium involves:
0 ifp>p/"
Tr (P) =
V1 (p) if p E [a, p")
That is, firms with p > p7 experiment immediately and firms with p G [a, p,7) experiment at
time -r1 (p) unless there has been an experimentation at t < -1r (p).
Moreover, a higher r; tends to reduce delay. In particular:
" for any rq' > rq such that b < p" and b < p', we have T' (p) < T71 (p) for all p E [a, b],
with strict inequality whenever T7 (p) > 0;
" for any r' such that b > p7', there exists p* (r7) e [0, p7'') such that T" (p) is decreasing
in rj starting at j = rj' for all p E [p* (r'), p'], with strict inequality whenever
T' (p) > 0.
Note that the first bullet point considers the case when all firms would prefer to copy
a successful innovation than to experiment on their own (since b < p', < p'7), whereas
the second bullet point considers the case when there is a positive probability that a firm
obtains a strong enough signal and prefers to experiment on its own.
The result highlights an important role of patents in experimentation. When r; increases,
T (p) tends to become "steeper" so that there is less delay and thus "time runs faster". In
particular, whenever p7 < b, r (p) is reduced by an increase in patent payments. When
p' > b, this does not necessarily apply for very low p's, but is still true for high p's.
Overall, this result implies that as in the case with common p's, patents tend to increase
experimentation incentives and reduce delay. In the limit, when 2q becomes arbitrarily
large, the equilibrium involves simultaneous experimentation. Nevertheless, as discussed in
Section 4.3, simultaneous experimentation may not be optimal in this case.
Alternatively (and differently from Proposition 13), a patent system can also be chosen
such that the socially beneficial ex post transfer of knowledge takes place. In particular,
suppose that there has been an innovation and the second firm has probability of success
equal to p. In this case, social surplus is equal to 2112 if there is copying, and it is equal
to HI1 + pli if the second firm is forced to experiment. This implies that to maximize ex
post social welfare, firms with p < 2# - 1 should be allowed to copy, whereas firms with
p > 2# - 1 should be induced to experiment. Clearly, from (4.4) choosing 7 = Hi - U2
achieves this. Naturally, from Proposition 13, this will typically lead to an equilibrium with
staggered experimentation. This argument establishes the following proposition (proof in
the text).
Proposition 14. A patent system with T = 1 - 1-2 induces the socially efficient copying
and experimentation behavior for all p - [a, b], but typically induces delayed experimenta-
tion.
The juxtaposition of Propositions 13 and 14 implies that when signal quality is heteroge-
neous and private information, the patent system can ensure either rapid experimentation
or the socially beneficial ex post transfer of knowledge (and experimentation by the right
types), but will not typically be able to achieve both objectives simultaneously. However,
appropriately designed patents typically improve efficiency, as is stated in the following
corollary. Moreover, note that unless the types distribution, i.e., G, is skewed towards low
signals, the optimal patent payment will satisfy 7* ;> Il - Ul2-
Corollary 1. Suppose that there are two firms and the patent system specifies a payment
rq > 0 for copying. Then, the aggregate payoff of the firms is higher than the case when
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1 = 0, unless both firms have very weak signals, i.e., P1,P2 <; p*(r), where p*(T)) < p" is a
constant.
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Chapter 5
A Model of Information Exchange in
Social Networks
We start by presenting the model for a finite set A" = {1, 2,- , n} of agents. As we are
interested in economies with a large number of agents, we then describe the limit economy
as n -+ oo.
5.1 Actions, Payoffs and Information
Each agent i E /n chooses an action xi c R. Her payoff depends on her action and an
underlying state of the world 0, which is an exogenous random variable. In particular, agent
2's payoff when she takes action xi and the state of the world is 0 is given by ri = f(xi, 0).
We impose the following assumption on f:
Assumption 4. The payoff function f(x, 0) is quadratic in both x and 6. Moreover, f is
twice-differentiable and fx < 0, fo # 0.
Assuming that f is quadratic greatly simplifies subsequent analysis. We also assume
that f,, < 0 (concavity with respect to one's action), so as to guarantee that best responses
are well-defined. Finally, f.o # 0 ensures that 0 is relevant for the behavior of an individual.
To ease exposition, we let f(x, 0) = 7r - (x - 0)2, where 7r is a constant. It is straightforward
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to extend our results to any function that satisfies Assumption 4.
The state of the world 0 is unknown and agents observe noisy signals about its realiza-
tion. In particular, 0 is drawn from a Normal distribution with known mean y and variance
p. Each agent receives a private signal si = 0 + zi, where the zj's are idiosyncratic noises,
independent from one another and 0, with common mean ft, normalized to 0, and variance
P.
5.2 Communication
Our focus is on information aggregation, when agents are embedded in a social network
structure that can be thought of as imposing communication constraints to the agents. In
particular, agent i forms beliefs about the state of the world from her private signal si,
as well as information she can obtain from other agents through a given communication
network G", which will be described shortly. We assume that time t E [0, oc) is continuous
and there is a common discount rate r > 0. At a given time instant t, agent i decides
whether to take an irreversible action xi (and receive payoff f(xi, 0) discounted by e-t) or
" wait" so as to obtain more information from her peers. Throughout the rest of the thesis,
we say that the agent "exits" at time t, if she chooses to take an irreversible action at time
t. Discounting implies that an earlier exit is preferred to a later one. In terms of notation,
we let un denote the utility of agent i, when the number of agents in the society is n. From
above, up = e-tf(Xi, 0), when agent i takes action x at time t.
Finally, we describe how agent i obtains information from her peers in the social network
structure. Let the directed graph Gn = (An, En), where n" = {1, -- - , n} is the set of
agents and En is the set of directed edges with which agents are linked, represent the
communication network, in which agents are embedded. We say that agent j can obtain
information from i or that agent i can send information to j if there is an edge from i to
j in graph G", i.e., (i, j) E E". Let Int denote the information set of agent i at time t and
I denote the set of all possible information sets. Then, for every pair of agents i, j, such
that (i, j) E E", we say that agent j communicates with agent i or that agent i sends a
message to agent j, and define the following mapping
m 17 : I" -M for (i,j) E En,
where M denotes the set of messages that agent i can send to agent j at time t. The
definition of mn, captures the fact that communication is directed and is only allowed
between agents that are linked in the communication network, i.e., j communicates with i
if and only if (i, j) E E". The direction of communication should be clear: when agent j
communicates with agent i, then agent i sends a message to agent j, that could in principle
depend on the information set of agent i as well as the identity of agent j. Importantly,
we assume that the cardinality ("dimensionality") of M ., is no less than that of Int, so
that communication can take the form of agent i sharing all her information with agent
j. This has two key implications. First, an agent can communicate (indirectly) with a
much larger set of agents than just her immediate neighbors, albeit with a time delay.
Second, mechanical duplication of information can be avoided. For example, the second
time agent j communicates with agent i, she can repeat her original signal, but this will
not be recorded as an additional piece of information by agent j, since given the size of the
message space Mg,,, each piece of information can be "tagged". This ensures that under
truthful communication, there need be no confounding of new information and previously
communicated information. Figure 5-1 illustrates the process of information aggregation
centered at a particular agent.
The times at which communication takes place are exponentially distributed with pa-
rameter A > 0.1 Let T denote the set of times that agents communicated with their
'Alternatively, agents "wake" up and communicate with their neighbors, when a Poisson clock with
rate A ticks.
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Figure 5-1: The information set of agent 1 under truthful communication.
neighbors up to time t. That defines the information set of agent i at time t > 0 as:
I {S=i, m', for all T E T and j such that (j, i) E 5"}
and I= {si}. In particular, the information set of agent i at time t > 0 consists of her
private signal and all the messages her neighbors sent to i in previous communication times.
Agent i's action at time t is a mapping from her information set to the set of actions, i.e.,
: -+ { "wait"} U R.
The tradeoff between taking an irreversible action and waiting, should be clear at this
point. An agent would wait, in order to communicate with a larger set of agents and choose
a better action. On the other hand, future is discounted, therefore, delaying is costly.
We close the section with a number of definitions. We define a path between agents
i and j in network G" as a sequence i1 ,-- , K of distinct nodes such that i1 =, Ki
and (i4, ik+1) E E" for k E {1, ... , K - 1}. The length of the path is defined as K - 1.
Moreover, we define the distance of agent i to agent j as the length of the shortest path
from i to j in network Gn, i.e.,
dist"(i, j) = min{length of P I P is a path from i to j in Gn}.
Finally, the (indirect) neighborhood of agent i at communication step r is defined as
B f j I di st"(j, i) < t},
where B' = {i}, i.e., B , consists of all agents that are at most r links away from agent i in
graph G . Intuitively, if agent i waits for r communication steps and all of the intervening
agents receive and communicate information truthfully, i will have access to all of the
signals of the agents in the set Br.
5.3 Equilibria of the Information Exchange Game
We refer to the game defined above as the Information Exchange Game. We next define
the equilibria of the information exchange game Finfo(G"), given that the communication
network is given by G". Note that we use the standard notation oUi to denote the strategies
of agents other than i. Also, we let oi,-t denote the vector of actions of agent i at all times
except t.
Definition 1. An action strategy profile o-"'* is a pure-strategy Perfect Bayesian Equilib-
rium of the information exchange game Fif50(G") if for every i E JN and time t, o;
maximizes the expected payoff of agent i given the strategies of other agents n_*, i.e.,
oai* E arg max E , .( i)
yE{"wait"}UR , -t
We denote the set of equilibria of this game by INFO(G").
For the remainder, we refer to a pure-strategy Perfect Bayesian Equilibrium simply as
equilibrium (we do not study mixed strategy equilibria).
Note that if agent i decides to exit and take an action at time t, then her optimal action
would be:
/* = arg max E [ f(x,0)" I],
where the second equality holds when f(x, 0) = - (x - 6)2. Thus, given that actions are
irreversible, the agent's decision problem reduces to determining the timing of her action.
It is straightforward to see that at equilibrium an agent takes an irreversible action imme-
diately after some communication step concludes. Thus, an equilibrium strategy profile o-
induces an equilibrium timing profile r"o,, where T" designates the communication step
after which agent i exits by taking an irreversible action. The T notation is convenient to
use for the statement of some of our results below.
5.4 Learning in Large Societies
We are interested in whether equilibrium behavior leads to information aggregation.
This is captured by the notion of "asymptotic learning", which characterizes the behavior
of agents over communication networks with growing size. We first focus on learning over
a fixed communication network, i.e., we study agents' decisions along equilibria of the
information exchange game.
We consider a sequence of communication networks {Gnl}o 1 where G = {N"j, E"}
with (n" = { 1, ... ,n} and refer to this sequence of communication networks as a society.
A sequence of communication networks induces a sequence of information exchange games,
and with a slight abuse of notation we use the term equilibrium to denote a sequence
of equilibria of the sequence of information exchange games, or of the society {G4} l 1.
We denote such an equilibrium by o {o- } 1 , which designates that o" E INFO(Gn)
for all n. For any fixed n > 1 and any equilibrium of the information exchange game
o- E INFO(Gn), we introduce the indicator variable:
Mi"'"= 1 if agent i takes an action that is e-"close" to the optimal, (5.1)
0 otherwise.
In other words, Mi' = 1 if and only if agent i chooses irreversible action xi, such that
|xi - x*| < e, where x* denotes the optimal action for agent i given complete information
(i.e., knowing the realization of 0).
Next definition introduces e, 6-asymptotic learning for a given society.
Definition 2. We say that E, 6-asymptotic learning occurs in society {Gn} 1 along equi-
librium - if we have:
in
lim P, E (I Min,)] > ) j
n--oo -n =
This definition 2 equates e, 6-asymptotic learning occurs with all but an c- fraction of the
agents taking an action that is e-"close" to their optimal action (as the society grows
infinitely large) with probability at least 1 - 6. Moreover, we define perfect asymptotic
learning as follows.
Definition 3. We say that perfect asymptotic learning occurs in society {G"} 1 along
equilibrium a if we have:
n-ooo n
for any c > 0.
Perfect asymptotic learning is, thus, a strong definition and requires all but a negligible
fraction of the agents taking essentially their optimal action.
5.5 Assumptions on the Information Exchange Pro-
cess
The communication model described in Section 5.2 is fairly general. In particular, we
did not restrict the set of messages that an agent can send or specify her information set.
Throughout, we maintain the assumption that the communication network G" is common
knowledge. Also, we focus on the following three environments of increasing complexity,
defined by Assumptions 5, 6 and 7 respectively.
Assumption 5 (Continuous Communication). Communication between agents is contin-
uous if
m = {st for all f G B," },
for all agents i, j and time periods t, where r =ITt, i.e., the number of times that commu-
2 Note that we could generalize Definition 2 by introducing yet another parameter and study e, 6, (-
asymptotic learning, in which case we would require that lim o limto 1P, ([ i (1 -- >(3.
nication took place until time t.
This assumption is adopted as a prelude to Assumptions 6 and 7, because it is simpler
to work with and as we show the main results that hold under this assumption, generalize
to the more complex environments generated by Assumptions 6 and 7. Intuitively, this
assumption compactly imposes three crucial features: (1) As already noted, communication
takes place by sharing signals, so that when agent j communicates with agent i at time
t, then agent i sends to j all the information agent i has obtained thus far, i.e., the
private signals of all agents that are at a distance at most r = |Ttl from i (refer back to
Figure 5-1 for an illustration of the communication process centered at a particular agent);
(2) Communication is continuous in the sense that agents do not stop transmitting new
information even after taking their irreversible action. This also implies that agents never
exit the social network, which would be a good approximation to friendship networks that
exist for reasons unrelated to communication; (3) Agents cannot strategically manipulate
the messages they sent, i.e., an agent's private signal is hard information.
Assumption 6 relaxes the second feature above, the continuous transmission of infor-
mation.
Assumption 6 (Truthful Communication). Communication between agents is truthful,
L e.,
Im = {se for all f E li},
for all agents i, j and time periods t.
Intuitively, it states that when an agent takes an irreversible action, then she no longer
obtains new information and, thus, can only communicate the information she has obtained
until the time of her decision. The difference between Assumptions 5 and 6 can be seen
from the fact that in Assumption 6 we write In as opposed to B7., which implies that
an agent stops receiving and subsequently communicating new information. as soon as she
takes an irreversible action. We believe that this assumption is a reasonable approximation
to communication in social networks, since an agent that engages in information exchange
to make a decision would have weaker incentives to collect new information after reaching
that decision. Nevertheless, she can still communicate the information she had previously
obtained to other agents. We call this type of communication truthful to stress the fact
that the agents cannot strategically manipulate the information they communicate. 3
Finally, we discuss the implications of relaxing Assumption 6 by allowing strategic coM-
munication, i.e., when agents can strategically lie or babble about their information. In
particular, we replace Assumption 6 with Assumption 7.
Assumption 7 (Strategic Communication). Communication between agents is strategic if
t
for all agents i, j and time periods t.
This assumption makes it clear that in this case the messages need not be truthful.
Allowing strategic communication adds an extra dimension in an agent's strategy, since
the agent can choose to "lie" about (part) of her information set with some probability, in
the hope that this increases her expected payoff. Note that, in contrast with "cheap talk"
models, externalities in our framework are purely informational as opposed to payoff rele-
vant. Thus, an agent may have an incentive to "lie" as a means to obtain more information
from the information exchange process.
3 Yet another variant of this assumption would be that agents exit the social network after taking an
action and stop communicating entirely. In this case, the results are again similar if their action is observed
by their neighbors. If they exit the social network, stop communication altogether and their action is not
observable, then the implications are different. We do not analyze these variants in the current version to
save space.
Chapter 6
Learning and Efficient
Communication
In this chapter, we present our main results on learning and discuss their implications for
the aggregate welfare of the agents. Before doing so, we discuss the decision problem of a
single agent, i.e., determining the best time to take an irreversible action given that the
rest of the agents behave according to strategy profile o. Later, we contrast the single
agent problem with that of a social planner, whose objective is to maximize the expected
aggregate welfare.
6.1 The single agent problem
Given our normality assumption on both 0 and the private signals as well as quadratic
preferences, i.e., f(x, 0) = ir - (x - 0)2, the expected payoff of agent i taking an action after
observing k private signals (including her own) is given by:
1
1/ p2 + 1/p2k'
discounted by the appropriate factor. Let V(I't, o) denote agent i's optimal value function
at information set In , when the rest of the agents behave according to strategy profile o.
Then, by the principle of optimality,
7) - 1/ 2 1 U2 2 (when she takes the optimal irreversible action),
Vi(int, o7) =max Ip+/~i
e-rdt E[o(i+dt, o)) (when she decides to wait, i.e., x = "wait"),
where k ;" denotes the number of distinct private signals agent i has observed up to time
t. The first line is equal to the expected payoff for the agent when she chooses the optimal
irreversible action under information set I[, i.e., E[|Ol'], and she has observed k ;" private
signals, while the second line is equal to the discounted expected continuation payoff. For
the latter, we have that with probability Adt, communication takes place in time interval
[t, t + dt], thus the information set of agent i expands; with probability (1 - Adt) there is no
communication and the value function for agent i remains unchanged. If communication
takes place in interval [t, t + dt], then agent i observes |B7" | + |B" | additional signals,
where recall that |Ttl denotes the number of communication rounds up to time t and B ;,
denotes the set of agents that are distance at most r from i and can be reached by i under
profile o, i.e., there exists a directed path from agent i to each of those agents in Gn,
that has length at most r and " > r - x, where x = dist(i,j) (which ensures that the
information will be transmitted by j).
Note that since we assume that signals are statistically equivalent and independent (as
well as truthful), the value function can simply be expressed as a function of the number
of distinct signals in I k" and profile a. The agent will choose to take an irreversible
action and not wait if
1
/r - 1p 2 + 1/p2 k i" e> C Ea[ [V( It+dt, Or)
e~-( Adt[Vi(ki+ BjiTt+| -- IB |) (1 - Adt)V%(ki",))]
Thus, we obtain that the agent should choose not to wait if:
Vi(kVn " + \ IB "'" | -- B | <_ + A (7r - i/p 2 + 1/p2knt>
This establishes the following lemma, which states that an agent's optimal action takes the
form of a threshold rule: an agent decides to take an irreversible action at time t as long
as she has observed more that k t,)* private signals.
Lemma 4. Let Assumption 6 hold. Given communication network G' and equilibrium
o- C INFO(Gn), there exists a sequence of signal thresholds for each agent i, {k,'} o,
that depend on the current time period, the agent i, the communication network G" and
- such that agent i maximizes her expected utility at information set lIn by taking action
x ft (I t ) defined as
n = E[6|I), if k;" > k,it)
"wait", otherwise,
A consequence of Lemma 4 is that an equilibrium strategy profile o- defines both a time
in which agent i acts (immediately after communication step r '), but also the number of
signals that agent i has access to when she acts.
6.2 Asymptotic Learning
We begin the discussion by introducing the concepts that are instrumental for asymp-
totic learning: the observation radius and k-radius sets. Recall that an equilibrium of the
information exchange game on communication network Gn, a- E INFO(G"), induces a
timing profile rn, such that agent i takes an irreversible action after rn' communication
steps. We call r,' the observation radius of agent i under equilibrium profile o-. Note that
under Assumption 5, there is no dependence of an agent's expected payoff on the partic-
ular equilibrium strategies, that players follow. Therefore, when Assumption 5 holds, the
observation radius of agent i is the same irrespective of the strategy profile followed by the
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rest of the agents, thus we may drop superscript o. We refer to agent i's observation radius
n
T under Assumption 5 as the perfect observation radius. In the appendix we present an
efficient algorithm based on dynamic programming for computing the observation radius
of each agent i given that the rest of the agents follow strategy profile o_ .
Given the notion of an observation radius, we define k-radius sets (and similarly perfect
k-radius sets) as follows.
Definition 4. Let V"" be defined as
Vkn=i C= N B j ; <k}.
We refer to V"'" as the k-radius set.
Intuitively, V"'" includes all agents that take an action before they receive signals from
more than k other individuals at equilibrium a- - the size of their (indirect) neighborhood
by the time they take an irreversible action is no greater than k. Equivalently, agent i
belongs to set Vj"'" if the number of agents that lie at distance less than n' from i are at
most k. From Definition 4 it follows immediately that
i E Vkn'o' > i E V,'" for all k' > k. (6.1)
The following proposition provides a necessary and a sufficient condition for e, J-asymptotic
learning to occur in a society under equilibrium profile -.
Proposition 15. Let Assumption 6 hold. Then,
(a) e, 6-asymptotic learning occurs in society {G"} _1 under equilibrium profile o if
1
lim -. -IVn,'I <( <6, (6.2)
n-+oo n
where k > k and k such that erf ( ) - erf - * >1- 6- )
242 k 22 T k1
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(b) e, 6-asymptotic learning does not occur in society {Gn} l 1 under equilibrium profile
u if
1
lim -- Vrf > > e, (6.3)
n-+oo n k
where k < k and k such that erf erf < (1 - 6)(1 -
Intuitively, asymptotic learning is precluded if there exists a significant fraction of the
society that will take an action before seeing a large set of signals, since in this case there
will be a large enough probability of each individual taking an action, that is far from
the optimal one, since it is based on a small set of signals. In the rest of this section,
we provide a series of corollaries of Proposition 15, that provide more intuition on the
asymptotic learning result. The first one provides a necessary and sufficient condition for
perfect asymptotic learning to occur in any equilibrium profile.
Before stating the proposition, we define the notion of leading agents. Let indegn =
,otdeg ={jlji E B71} denote the in-degree, out-degree of agent i in communication
network Gn respectively.
Definition 5. A collection {S} _1 of sets of agents is called a set of leading agents (leaders)
if
(i) There exists k > 0, such that STh C V"7' for all j E J, where J is an infinite index
set.
(ii) lim, 0oo { - |S" 0, i.e., the collection { S} _1 contains a negligible fraction of the
agents as the society grows.
(iii) limanoo .- | > c, for some e > 0, where follow denotes the set of followers of
S. In particular, i E Spn o if there exists j G S , such that j E B,>.
Then,
Proposition 16. Let Assumption 6 hold. Then,
(i) Perfect asymptotic learning occurs in society {G"}_ 1 in any equilibrium - if
lim lim -V" =0. (6.4)
k-4oc n-4oo n
(ii) Conversely, if condition (6.4) does not hold for society {G"} 1 1and the society does
not contain a set of leaders, then perfect asymptotic learning does not occur in any
equilibrium U.
Proposition 16 is not stated as an if and only if result because the fact that condition
(6.4) does not hold in a society, does not necessarily preclude perfect asymptotic learning in
the presence of leading agents. In particular, if the leaders delay their irreversible decision
long enough, then a large fraction of the rest of the agents may take an irreversible action as
soon as they communicate with the leading agents and, thus, perfect asymptotic learning
fails (however the aggregate welfare is higher). However, if the leading agents do not
coordinate at equilibrium, then they exit early and this may lead the rest of the agents
to take a delayed, but more informed, irreversible action. Note that Proposition 16 is
equilibrium independent, i.e., it holds for all equilibria and Condition (6.4) is expressed in
terms of the network topology.
The next three corollaries identify the role of certain types of agents on information
spread in a given society. We focus on perfect asymptotic learning, since we can obtain
sharper results, however, we can state similar corollaries for e, 6-asymptotic learning for
any e and 6. All coiollaries are again expressed in terms of the original network topology.
Similarly, to perfect k-radius sets, we define sets Ukn for scalar k > 0 as
Uk = {i E A"| there exists f c B7"n with indeg" > k},
i.e., the set Uk consists of all agents, which have an agent with in-degree at least k within
their perfect observation radius.
Corollary 2. Let Assumption 6 hold. Then, perfect asymptotic learning occurs in society
{G"}m 1 if
1
lim lim - = 1.
k-4oo n-4oo n
Intuitively, Corollary 2 states that if all but a negligible fraction of the agents are
at a short distance (at most their perfect observation radius) from an agent with a high
in-degree, then asymptotic learning occurs. This corollary therefore identifies a group of
agents, that is crucial for a society to permit asymptotic learning: information mavens,
who have. high in-.degrees and can thus act as effective aggregators of information (a term
inspired by [36]). Information mavens are one type of hubs, the importance of which is
clearly illustrated by our learning results. Our next definition formalizes this notion further
and enables an alternative sufficient condition for asymptotic learning.
Definition 6. Agent i is called an information maven of society {G } if i has an infinite
in-degree, i.e., if
lim indeg = >Oc.
n--+oo
Let MAVSEN({Gn}, 1) denote the set of mavens of society {G"} 1 .
For any agent j, let d>'AveX,n denote the shortest distance defined in communication
network G' between j and a maven k E MAVEN({G} _I1 ). Finally, let Wn denote the
set of agents that are at distance at most equal to their perfect observation radius from a
maven in communication network G", i.e., Wn = {j d MAvEA,n nj.
The following corollary highlights the importance of information mavens for asymptotic
learning. Informally, it states that if almost all agents have a short path to a maven, then
asymptotic learning occurs.
Corollary 3. Let Assumption 6 hold. Then, asymptotic learning occurs in society {G"} 1
if
lim 1 W" = 1.
n-+oo n
Corollary 3 thus clarifies that asymptotic learning is obtained when there are informa-
tion mavens and almost all agents are at a "short distance" away from one (less than their
observation radius).'
As mentioned in the Introduction, a second type of information hubs also plays an
important role in asymptotic learning. While mavens have high in-degree and are thus
able to effectively aggregate dispersed information, because our communication network is
directed, they may not be in the right position to distribute this aggregated information.
If so, even in a society that has several information mavens, a large fraction of the agents
may not benefit from their information. Social connectors, on the other hand, are defined
as agents with a high out-degree, and thus play the role of spreading the information
aggregated by the mavens.2 Before stating the proposition, we define social connectors.
Definition 7. Agent i is called a social connector of society {G"} 1 if i has an infinite
out-degree, i.e., if
lim outdeg? = oc.
The following corollary illustrates the role of social connectors for asymptotic learning.
Corollary 4. Let Assumption 6 hold. Consider society {G"} 1 , which is such that the
sequence of in- and out- degrees is non-decreasing for every agent and the set of information
mavens does not grow at the same rate as the society itself, i.e.,
lim |MAvEN({Gn} _1 )| = 0.n-+oo n
Then, for asymptotic learning to occur, the society should contain a social connector within
'This corollary is weaker than Corollary 2. This is simply a technicality because the sequence of
communication networks {G"}l is arbitrary. In particular, we have not assumed that the in-degree of
an agent is non-decreasing with n, thus the limit in the corollary may not be well defined for arbitrary
sequences of communication networks
2 For simplicity (and to avoid the technical issues mentioned in a previous footnote) we assume for this
corollary that both the in- and out-degree sequences of agents are non-decreasing with n (note that we can
rewrite the proposition for any sequence of in- and out- degrees at the expense of introducing additional
notation).
a short distance to a maven, i.e.,
dMAVE(" <n , for some social connector i.
Corollary 4 thus states that unless a non-negligible fraction of the agents belongs to the
set of mavens and, subsequently, the rest can obtain information directly from a maven,
then, information aggregated at the mavens is spread through the out-links of a connector
(note that an agent can be both a maven and a connector). Combined with the previous
corollaries, this result implies that there are essentially two ways in which society can
achieve perfect asymptotic learning. First, it may contain several information mavens who
not only collect and aggregate information but also distribute it to almost all the agents
in the society. Second, it may contain a sufficient number of information mavens, who
pass their information to social connectors, and almost all the agents in the society are
a short distance away from social connectors and thus obtain accurate information from
them. This latter pattern has a greater plausibility in practice than one in which the same
agents will collect and distribute dispersed information. For example, if a website or a
news source can rely on information mavens (journalists, researchers or analysts) to collect
sufficient information and then reach a large number of individuals, then information will
be economically aggregated and distributed in the society.
The results summarized in Propositions 15 and 16 as well as in Corollaries 2, 3 and 4
can be seen both as positive and negative, as already noted in the Introduction. On the one
hand, communication structures that do not feature information mavens (or connectors)
will not lead to perfect asymptotic learning, and information mavens may be viewed as
unrealistic or extreme. On the other hand, as already noted above, much communication
in modern societies happens through agents that play the role of mavens and connectors (see
again [36]). These are highly connected agents that are able to collect and distribute crucial
information. Perhaps more importantly, most individuals obtain some of their information
from news sources, media, and websites, which exist partly or primarily for the purpose of
acting as information mavens and connectors.3
6.3 Strategic Communication
Next we explore the implication of relaxing the assumption that agents cannot manipu-
late the messages they send, i.e., that information on private signals is hard. In particular,
we replace Assumption 6 with Assumption 7 and we allow agents to lie about their or any
of the private signals they have obtained information about, i.e., m ,,i , si ) -d
(si, - -- ,sit 1), where the latter is the true vector of private signals of agents in In'. In-
formally, an agent has an incentive to misreport information, so as to delay her neighbors
taking irreversible actions, which in turn prolongs the information exchange process.
Let (o-", m") denote an action-message strategy profile, where m" {m , - , m"}
and m' for j such that i E Bn1 . Also let subscript (a-" m") refer to the
probability measure induced by the action-message strategy profile.
Definition 8. An action-message strategy profile (on*, m"'*) is a pure-strategy Perfect
Bayesian Equilibrium of the information exchange game 1,nf 0(G") if for every i E Afn and
time t, we have
E(on,*,mn,*)(7gIt or(0) (o,*,m~m >(r|goIi)
for all m and a-.
As before, we denote the set of equilibria of this game by INFO(G", Sn).
Similarly we extend the definitions of asymptotic learning [cf. Definitions 2 and 3]. We
show that strategic communication does not harm perfect asymptotic learning. The main
3For example, a news website such as cnn.com acts as a connector that spreads the information aggre-
gated by the journalists-mavens to interested readers. Similarly, a movie review website, e.g., imdb.com,
spreads the aggregate knowledge of movie reviewers to interested movie aficionados.
intuition behind this result is that it is weakly dominant for an agent to report her private
signal truthfully to a neighbor with a high in-degree (maven), as long as others are truthful
to the maven.
Theorem 1. If perfect asymptotic learning occurs in society {G} _1 under Assumption
6, then there exists a equilibrium (-, m), such that perfect asymptotic learning occurs in
society {Gn}j along equilibrium (o-, m) when we allow strategic communication (cf. under
Assumption 7).
This theorem therefore implies that the focus on truthful reporting was without much
loss of generality as far as perfect asymptotic learning is concerned. In any communication
network in which there is perfect asymptotic learning, even if agents can strategically
manipulate information, there is arbitrarily little benefit in doing so. Thus, the main lessons
about asymptotic learning derived above apply regardless of whether communication is
strategic or not.
However, this theorem does not imply that all learning outcomes are identical under
truthful and strategic communication. In particular, interestingly, we can construct ex-
amples in which strategic communication leads agents take a better action with higher
probability than under non-strategic communication (cf. Assumption 6). The main reason
for this (counterintuitive) fact is that under strategic communication an agent may delay
taking an action compared to the non-strategic environment. Therefore, the agent obtains
more information from the communication network and, consequently, chooses an action,
that is closer to optimal.
6.4 Welfare
In this section, we turn attention to the question of efficient communication and draw
a connection with our previous results on asymptotic learning. In particular, we compare
equilibrium allocations, i.e., communication and action profiles at equilibrium, with a set-
ting in which a social planner dictates the timing of agents' actions. We identify conditions
under which a social planner can / cannot improve in terms of the aggregate expected wel-
fare over an equilibrium strategy profile. In doing so, we illustrate an interesting feature of
social networks: communication might be inefficient, because agents do not internalize the
positive externality that delaying their action generates for their peers.
A social planner, whose objective is to maximize the aggregate expected welfare of the
population of n agents, would choose to implement the timing profile, that is obtained
as a solution to the optimization problem below. We call this timing profile the optimal
allocation and we denote it by sp". Note that sp" = (Tn, ... , Tn)
n
max Esp [Un] (6.5)
i=1
Similarly with the asymptotic analysis for equilibria, we define a sequence of optimal
allocations for societies of growing size, sp = {sp"} o 1 . We are interested in identifying
conditions under which the social planner can / cannot achieve an asymptotically bet-
ter allocation than an equilibrium (sequence of equilibria) -, i.e., we are looking at the
expression:
lim ZiNn Espn [UI1 ZiGNn Eq,[ui]
n-+oo n
First, we state a theorem that shows a direct connection between learning and efficient
communication.
Theorem 2. Consider society {G"}n 1 . If perfect asymptotic learning occurs at the optimal
allocation sp = {sp"}n , 1 , then all equilibria are asymptotically efficient, i.e.,
lim ZiENn [sp"Ul - ZiENn E ' _ 0
for all equilibria -.
Note that from Proposition 16 it follows that if perfect learning occurs at the optimal
allocation, then perfect learning occurs in all equilibria o-.
In the remainder of the section, we provide a result that can be thought of as a partial
converse of Theorem 2. Before stating it, we contrast the single agent decision problem
with that of the social planner. In particular, consider agent i. Then, i will decide to take
an irreversible action at time t and not wait for an additional dt, when other agents behave
according to o, if (cf. Section.6.1):
I/~ I2 +1| pk V (ki'" + B$, Ttjl - B|,oT - (6.6)
Similarly, in the corresponding optimal allocation agent i will exit at time t and not wait
if:
r 1/p 2 + 1/-2k ns)
Vi(k n"p + B -Y/1P IB7 1 1, sp) + Ep[U 1i "waits" at t] - EsP[u7 i "exits" at t].
j7 i
(6.7)
Contrasting (6.6) with (6.7) shows the reason for why equilibria are inefficient in this setting:
when determining when to act agent i does not take into account the positive externality
that a later action exerts on others, which is expressed by the summation on the right hand
side of (6.7). We are left with showing sufficient conditions under which a social planner
outperforms an equilibrium allocation a. Consider agents i and j such that i E B> and
rg" > no + 1, which implies that B D B ,, (i.e., agent j communicates with a
superset of the agents that i communicates with before taking an action). Also, let kj:,r
denote the additional agents that j would observe if i delayed her irreversible action by dt
and communication took place. Then, the aggregate welfare of the two agents increases if
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the following condition holds:
V (kn,, + kn:" ,,) + 17(k47,u + k ,") > V (k '".)± r A (k (6.8)3)T7 ijJ7r 3 i A ( . )
In particular, let k'"n,, < k (and in consequence k ", K k). Then, (6.8) holds if ki <
k n",a < k2 (ki, k2 constants), where the lower bound guarantees that the aggregate welfare
increases by the additional delay, whereas the upper bound ensures that agent i would find
it optimal to "exit" after communication step T'a at equilibrium o-.
Now let set D '- denote the following set of agents: j E D,, if k'",, < k and there
exists an i E Bh'n,, such that if i exits at T'" + 1, then j gains access to at least an
additional f signals. Then, the following proposition provides a sufficient condition for an
equilibrium to be inefficient.
Proposition 17. Consider society {Gn} _1 and equilibrium o- {-"}_. Assume that
lim > >0,
n-*c n
for k, f that satisfy the following:
2 2 r 1 r
< (2+ r)+ -7i/p 2 + 1/p 2 (k + A) f 1/p2 + 1/p 2k A
Then, there exists an C > 0, such that
lim PiENn"E [] -ZiN E0 . [uj]lim > (.,n-oo n
i.e., equilibrium a- is asymptotically inefficient. Moreover, there exist e,6 such that e,6-
asymptotic learning fails at equilibrium a-.
Chapter 7
Asymptotic Learning in Random
Graphs
As an illustration of the results we outlined in Section 6, we apply them to a series of
commonly studied random graph models. We begin by providing the definitions for the
graph models we focus on. Note that in the present section we assume that communication
networks are bidirectional, or equivalently that if agent i E Bj then j E B7i.
Definition 9. A sequence of communication networks {G } , where G" {N"1 , E"}, is
called
(i) complete if for every n we have
(i, j) E" for all i,j c An-
(ii) k-bounded degree for scalar k > 0, if for every n we have
|B 1|I < k for all i E An
where recall that B 1 denotes the agents that are one link away from agent i in com-
munication network G".
(iii) a star if for every n we have
(i, 1) E F and (i, j) S En for all i Arn and j 1
Definition 10 (Erdos-Renyi). A sequence of communication networks {Gn} _1, where
G={"f', S"}, is called Erdo6s-Renyi if for every n we have
I ((i, j) E c") = independently for all i, j E cN
n
where p scalar, such that 0 < p < 1.
Definition 11 (Power-Law). A sequence of communication networks {G"} 1 , where G =
{N"r, E}, is called Power-Law with exponent y > 0 if we have
lim =iENn IBi 1 k=k c- k for every scalar k > 0,
n->oo n
where ck is a constant. In other words, the fraction of nodes in the network having degree
k, for every k > 0, follows a power law distribution with exponent y.
Definition 12 (Preferential Attachment). A sequence of communication networks {Gl} 1 ,
where G" = {n, E"}, is called preferential attachment if it was generated by the following
process:
(i) Begin the process with G1  {{1}, {(1, 1)}, i.e., the communication network that
contains agent 1 and a loop edge.
(ii) At step n, add agent n + 1 to G". Choose an agent w from G" and let En+1
S" + (n + 1, w). Agent w is chosen according to the preferential attachment rule, i.e.,
w =j for j e N" with probability
deg(j)
IP(W =r7= (A- g deg(f)'
where deg(j) denotes the degree of node j at the step.
Definition 13 (Hierarchical). A sequence of communication networks {G"}=, where
Gn = f{n, E'}, is called -hierarchical (or simply hierarchical) if it was generated by
the following process:
(i) Agents are born and placed into layers. In particular, at each step n = 1, , a new
agent is born and placed in layer f.
(ii) Layer index f is initialized to 1 (i.e., the first node belongs to layer 1). A new layer
is created (and subsequently the layer index increases by one) at time period n > 2
with probability ) , where > 0.
(iii) Finally, for every n we have
P ((i, j) E") = , independently for all i, j E An that belong to the same layer f,
where n denotes the set of agents that belong to layer f at step n and p scalar, such
that 0 < p < 1. Moreover,
P ((i, k) E E") = and E P((ik) E En) = 1 for all i E Nn", k c Nn, f> 1,I.A<f I kcgV<t
where Nn denotes the set of agents that belong to a layer with index lower than E at
step n.
Intuitively, a hierarchical sequence of communication networks resembles a pyramid,
where the top contains only a few agents and as we move towards the base, the number
of agents grows. The following argument provides an interpretation of the model. Agents
f , Layer 1
Layer 2
\ /
Layer 3
(a) Hierarchical Society. (b) Complete Society. (c) Star Society.
Figure 7-1: Example society structures.
on top layers can be thought of as "special" nodes, that the rest of the nodes have a high
incentive connecting to. Moreover, agents tend to connect to other agents in the same layer,
as they share common features with them (homophily). As a concrete example, academia
can be thought of as such a pyramid, where the top layer includes the few institutions,
then next layer includes academic departments, research labs and finally at the lower levels
reside the home pages of professors and students.
Proposition 18. Let Assumptions 6 hold and consider society {Gn} _1 and discount rate
r > 0. Then,
(i) Perfect asymptotic learning does not occur in society {Gn}l 1 if the sequence of com-
munication networks {Gn}L 1 is k-bounded, for some constant k > 0.
(ii) For every E > 0, asymptotic learning does not occur in society {G"} _1 with probability
at least 1 - e, if the sequence of communication networks {Gn} 1 is preferential
attachment.
(iii) For every c > 0, asymptotic learning does not occur in society {Gn} _1 with probability
at least 1 - e, if the sequence of communication networks {G"} _1 is Erd6s-Renyi.
Proposition 19. Let assumptions 6 hold and consider society {G"} 1 . Then,
(i) Asymptotic learning occurs in society {Gn} _1 if the sequence of communication net-
works {G"}o 1 is complete and the discount rate r is smaller than some scalar r1 > 0.
(ii) Asymptotic learning occurs in society {Gn}, 1 if the sequence of communication net-
works {G"} 1 is a star and the discount rate r is smaller than some scalar r2 > 0.
(iii) Let e > 0. Then, asymptotic learning occurs in society {G} 1 with probability at
least 1 - e, if the sequence of communication networks {Gn} _1 is i-power law, with
-y < 2 and the discount rate r is smaller than some scalar r3 > 0.
(iv) Let E > 0. Then, asymptotic learning occurs in society {G"} 1 with probability at
least 1 - e, if the sequence of communication networks {G"} l 1 is ((e)-hierarchical
and the discount rate r is smaller than some scalar r4 > 0.
The results presented provide additional insights on the conditions under which asymp-
totic learning takes place. The popular preferential attachment and Erd6s-Renyi graphs
do not lead to asymptotic learning, which can be interpreted as implying that asymptotic
learning is unlikely in several important networks. Nevertheless, these network structures,
though often used in practice, do not provide a good description of the structure of many
real life networks. In contrast, our results also showed that asymptotic learning takes place
in power law graphs with small exponent -y < 2, and such graphs appear to provide a
better representation for many networks related to communication, including for peer-to-
peer networks. scientific collaboration networks (in experimental physics) and traffic in
networks ([50], [57]1 [69], [70]). Asymptotic learning also takes place in hierarchical graphs,
where "special" agents are likely to receive and distribute information to lower layers of
the hierarchy.
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Chapter 8
Network Formation
In previous chapters, we studied information exchange among agents over a given com-
munication network Gn = (An, En). In the present chapter, we turn attention to the
complementary problem of how this communication network emerges. We assume that
link formation is costly. In particular, communication costs are captured by an n x n non-
negative matrix C", where Cn denotes the cost that agent i has to incur in order to form
the directed link (j, i) with agent j. As noted previously, a link's direction coincides with
the direction of the flow of messages. In particular, agent i incurs a cost to form in-links.
We refer to Cn as the communication cost matrix. We assume that Cn = 0 for all i E rnf.
We define agent i's link formation strategy, gn, as an n-tuple such that gi E {0, 1}" and
g7 = 1 implies that agent i forms a link with agent j. The cost agent i has to incur if she
implements strategy g7 is given by
Cost(gn) = ZC - g*g.
jeN~
The link formation strategy profile gfl (gi", - -, g") induces the communication network
G= (N", E"), where (j, i) E S" if and only if g = 1.
We extend the previously described environment to the two-stage Network Learning
Game F(C"), where Cn denotes the communication cost matrix. The two stages of the
network learning game can be described as follows:
Stage 1 [Network Formation Game]: Agents pick their link formation strategies. The
link formation strategy profile g" induces the communication network G" = (n, E").
We refer to stage 1 of the network learning game, when the communication cost matrix is
C" as the network formation game and we denote it by Fnct(C").
Stage 2 [Information Exchange Game]: Agents communicate over the induced net-
work Gn as studied in previous chapters.
We next define the equilibria of the network learning game F(C"). Note that we use
the standard notation g-i and o-i to denote the strategies of agents other than i. Also, we
let o-,-t denote the vector of actions of agent i at all times except t.
Definition 14. A pair (g'*,o-"'*) is a pure-strategy Perfect Bayesian Equilibrium of the
network learning game F(C") if
(a) o-'r* E INFO(G"), where G" is induced by the link formation strategy gl*.
(b) For all i ~nu, gn'* maximizes the expected payoff of agent i given the strategies of
other agents g", i.e.,
g'* c arg max E, [Ti(z, g"_'*)] = E, (un|I7) - Cost(z).
zC{O,1}
for all - C INFO(G"), where G" is induced by link formation strategy (z, g"'n).
We denote the set of equilibria of this game by NET(C").
8.1 Learning in endogenous networks
Similar to the analysis of the information exchange game, we consider a sequence of
communication cost matrices {C"}' _1 , where for fixed n,
C" : N" x n -+ !R and Cn = Cj+1 for all i,j E N (8.1)
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For the remainder of the section, we focus our attention to the social cliques commu-
nication cost structure. The properties of this communication structure are stated in the
next assumption.
Assumption 8. Let cn E {0, c} for all pairs (i, j) E \n x A/n, where c < 1/ i1,.
Moreover, let cij = cji for all i, j E An (symmetry), and cij + Cik > cik for all i, j, k E An
(triangular inequality).
The assumption that c < 1/p+1/p rules out the degenerate case where no agent forms a
costly link. The symmetry and triangular inequality assumptions are imposed to simplify
the definition of a social clique, which is introduced next. Let Assumption 8 hold. We
define a social clique (cf. Figure 8-1) Hn C A(' as a set of agents such that
iE e H" if and only if cij = cji = 0.
Note that this set is well-defined since, by the triangular inequality and symmetry assump-
tions, if an agent i does not belong to social clique H", then cij = c for all j E H".
Hence, we can uniquely partition the set of nodes JV" into a set of Kn pairwise dis-
joint social cliques n = {H.-- , Hy}. We use the notation Hn to denote the set
of pairwise disjoint social cliques that have cardinality greater than or equal to k, i.e.,
Wn = {Hn, i = 1,. . . , Kn | |H| > k}. We also use sc"(i) to denote the social clique that
agent i belongs to.
We consider a sequence of communication cost matrices {Cn}%J1 satisfying condition
(8.1) and Assumption 8, and we refer to this sequence as a communication cost structure.
As shown above, the communication cost structure {C"} _1 uniquely defines the following
sequences, {-n}%l1 and {i}%1 for k > 0, of sets of pairwise disjoint social cliques.
Moreover, it induces network equilibria (g, -) = (gn, o-" such that (g", o-4) C NET(C")
for all n. Our goal is to identify conditions on the communication cost structure, that lead
to the emergence of networks, that guarantee asymptotic learning. We focus entirely on
Social clique 2
c
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Figure 8-1: Social cliques.
perfect asymptotic learning, as this enables us to obtain sharp results.
Theorem 3. Let {C"} 1 be a communication cost structure and let Assumptions 6 and
8 hold. Then, there exists a constant k = k(c) such that the following hold:
(a) Suppose that
limsup ;> 6 for some E > 0. (8.2)
n-o n
Then, perfect asymptotic learning does not occur in any network equilibrium (g, o-).
(b) Suppose that
lim 0 and
n- oo n
lim | H =oo for some 1.
nf-- oo
Then, perfect asymptotic learning occurs in all network equilibria (g, o) when the
discount rate r satisfies 0 < r < r, where r > 0 is a constant.
(c) Suppose that
lim 0 and lim sup IHi| < M for all f, (8.4)
n-4o n n-oc
where M > 0 is a scalar, and let agents be patient, i.e., consider the case, when the
discount rate r -4 0. Then, there exists a B > 0 such that
(8.3)
Social clique 1
: Clique with size > k 0: Individual Agent
Clique with infinite size 0: Small Clique
sender receiver
(a) Equilibrium network, when (8.3) holds. (b) Equilibrium network, when (8.4) holds.
Figure 8-2: Network formation among social cliques.
(i) If c < 6, perfect asymptotic learning occurs in all network equilibria (g, o).
(ii) If c > E, perfect asymptotic learning depends on the network equilibrium consid-
ered.
In particular, there exists at least one network equilibrium (g, o), where there is
no perfect asymptotic learning and there exists at least one network equilibrium
(g, -) where perfect asymptotic learning occurs.
The results in this theorem provide a fairly complete characterization of what types of
environments will lead to the formation of networks that will subsequently induce perfect
asymptotic learning. The key concept is that of a social clique, which represents groups
of individuals that are linked to each other at zero cost. These can be thought of as
"friendship networks," which are linked for reasons unrelated to information exchange and
thus can act as conduits of such exchange at low cost. Agents can exchange information
without incurring any costs (beyond the delay necessary for obtaining information) within
their social cliques. However, if they wish to obtain further information, from outside
their social cliques, they have to pay a cost at the beginning in order to form a link.
Even though network formation games have several equilibria, the structure of our network
formation and information exchange game enables us to obtain relatively sharp results on
what types of societies will lead to endogenously formed communication networks that
ensure perfect asymptotic learning. In particular, the first part of Theorem 3 shows that
perfect asymptotic learning cannot occur in any equilibrium if the number of sufficiently
large social cliques increases at the same rate as the size of the society (or its limsup does
so). This is intuitive; when this is the case, there will be many social cliques of sufficiently
large size that none of their members wish to engage in further costly communication with
members of other social cliques. But since several of these will not contain an information
hub social learning is precluded.
In contrast, the second part of the theorem shows that if the number of disjoint and
sufficiently large social cliques is limited (grows less rapidly than the size of the society)
and some of them are large enough to contain information hubs, then perfect asymptotic
learning will take place (provided that future is not heavily discounted). In this case, as
shown by Figure 8-2(a), sufficiently many social cliques will connect to the larger social
cliques acting as information hubs, ensuring effective aggregation of information for the
great majority of the agents in the society. It is important that the discount factor is not
too small, otherwise smaller cliques will not find it beneficial to form links with the larger
cliques.
Finally, the third part of the theorem outlines a more interesting configuration, poten-
tially leading to perfect asymptotic learning. In this case, many small social cliques form
an "informational ring"(Figure 8-2(b)) . Each is small enough that it finds it beneficial
to connect to another social clique, provided that this other clique will also connect to
others and obtain further information. This intuition also clarifies why such information
aggregation takes place only in some equilibria. The expectation that others will not form
the requisite links leads to a coordination failure. Interestingly, however, if agents are suf-
ficiently patient and the cost of link formation is not too large, the coordination failure
equilibrium disappears, because it becomes beneficial for each clique to form links with
another one, even if further links are not forthcoming.
Chapter 9
Conclusion
This thesis studies optimal stopping problems, when agents interact with each other in a
strategic fashion. We describe our framework in the context of two economic applications:
(1) experimentation and innovation in a competitive multi-firm R&D market and (2) infor-
mation exchange among individuals, that are embedded in a social network structure. The
key feature of our framework is a tradeoff that economic agents are facing when choosing
when to act. Observing other agents' actions (and their outcomes) may increase one's
expected payoff either directly (experimentation model) or indirectly (through information
spillovers). Thus, there is an incentive to delay. However, future is discounted, therrefore
agents prefer earlier than later actions. We conclude by summarizing the results we obtain
in both models. We also discuss a number of interesting avenues for future research.
9.1 Experimentation, patents and innovation
In the first part of the thesis, we present a model of experimentation and innovation
in a multi-firm environment. In the baseline version of the model, each firm receives a
private signal on the success probability of one of many potential research projects and
decides when and which project to implement. A successful innovation can be copied by
other firms, thus reducing the profits of the original innovator. Firms have an incentive
to delay their experimentation decision (investment in R&D) and free-ride on the efforts
of their competitors. Naturally, symmetric equilibria, where actions do not depend on
the identity of the firm, necessarily involve delayed and staggered experimentation. When
the signal quality is the same for all players, the equilibrium is in mixed strategies (pure-
strategy symmetric equilibria do not exist). When signal quality differs across firms, the
equilibrium is represented by a function T (p) which specifies the time at which a firm
with signal quality p experiments. As in the environment with common signal quality, the
equilibrium may involve arbitrarily long delays.
We also show that the social cost of insufficient experimentation incentives can be
arbitrarily large. The optimal allocation may require simultaneous rather than staggered
experimentation. In this case, the efficiency gap between the optimal allocation and the
equilibrium can be arbitrarily large. Instead, when the optimal allocation also calls for
staggered experimentation, the equilibrium is inefficient because of delays. We show that
in this case the ratio of social surplus in the equilibrium to that in the optimal allocation
can be as low as 1/2.
One of the main arguments we make is that appropriately-designed patent systems en-
courage experimentation and reduce delays without preventing efficient ex post transfer
of knowledge across firms. Consequently, when signal quality is the same for all firms,
an appropriately-designed patent system can ensure that the optimal allocation results
in all equilibria. Patents are particularly well-suited to providing the correct incentives
when the optimal allocation also requires staggered experimentation. In this case, patents
can simultaneously encourage one of the firms to play the role of a leader in experimen-
tation, while providing incentives to others to copy successful innovations. Technically,
appropriately-designed patents destroy symmetric equilibria, which are the natural equi-
libria in the absence of patents but may involve a high degree of inefficiency. That patents
are an attractive instrument in this environment can also be seen from our result that,
while patents can implement the optimal allocation, there exists no simple subsidy (to ex-
perimentation, research, or innovation) that can achieve the same policy objective. When
signal quality differs across firms, patents are again useful in encouraging experimentation
and reduce delays, however typically they are unable to ensure the optimal allocation.
We believe that the role of patents in encouraging socially beneficial experimentation
is more general than the simple model used in this thesis. In particular, throughout our
analysis we only briefly consider the consumer side. It is possible that new innovations
create benefits to consumers that are disproportionately greater than the use of existing
successful innovations (as compared to the relative profitabilities of the same activities).
In this case, the social benefits of experimentation are even greater and patents can also
be useful in preventing copying of previous successful innovations. The investigation of
the welfare and policy consequences of pursuing successful lines versus experimenting with
new, untried research lines is an interesting and underresearched area.
9.2 Information exchange in endogenous social net-
works
In the second part of the thesis, we develop a model of information exchange through
communication in social networks and investigate its implications for information aggre-
gation in large societies. An underlying state (of the world) determines which action has
higher payoff. Agents decide which agents to form a communication link with incurring
the associated cost and receive a private signal correlated with an underlying state. They
then exchange information over their communication network until taking an (irreversible)
action.
Our focus has been on asymptotic learning, defined as the fraction of agents taking a
nearly optimal action converging to one in probability as a society grows large. We show
that perfect asymptotic learning occurs if and, under some additional mild assumptions,
only if the communication network includes information hubs and most agents are at a short
distance from a hub. Thus asymptotic learning requires information to be aggregated in
the hands of a few agents. This kind of aggregation also requires truthful communication,
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which we show is an equilibrium of the strategic communication in large societies. We
also explore the welfare implications of equilibrium behavior by comparing the aggregate
expected welfare at equilibrium with that at the optimal allocation (when a social planner
dictates the timing of actions).
In the third part, we extend the information exchange model by allowing endogenous
network formation. Using our analysis of information exchange over a given network, we
provide a systematic investigation of what types of cost structures, and associated so-
cial cliques which consist of groups of individuals linked to each other at zero cost (such as
friendship networks), ensure the emergence of communication networks that lead to asymp-
totic learning. Our main result on network formation shows that societies with too many
(disjoint) and sufficiently large social cliques do not form communication networks that
lead to asymptotic learning, because each social clique would have sufficient information to
make communication with others not sufficiently attractive. Asymptotic learning results
if social cliques are neither too numerous nor too large so as to encourage communication
across cliques.
Interesting avenues for research include investigation of similar dynamic models of infor-
mation exchange and network formation in the presence of ex ante or ex post heterogeneity
of preferences as well as differences in the quality of information available to different agents,
which may naturally lead to the emergence of hubs. Furthermore, the present model con-
siders only purely informational externalities among the agents. It is conceivable, though,
that one's action directly affects the expected payoffs of her peers. Assuming that agents'
incentives are misaligned leads to the following natural question: under what conditions can
truthful communication be sustained? Alternatively, one can think of introducing payoff
externalities in our model as extending cheap-talk models by considering a multi-period,
dynamic environment (as opposed to the static, one-shot models, that are prevalent in the
literature).
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Appendix A
Omitted Proofs from Chapters 1-4
Proof of Lemma 1
The proof comprises three steps. First, we show that t = 0 belongs to the support of mixing
time (so that there is no time interval with zero probability of experimentation). Suppose,
to obtain a contradiction, that ti = inf{t: A(t) > 0} > 0. Then, because experimenting
after ti is in the support of the mixed-strategy equilibrium, equilibrium payoffs must satisfy
V = e-rt pH2.
Now consider deviation where firm i chooses A (0) = +oo. This has payoff
V =PH2 > V1
for any ti > 0, yielding a contradiction.
Second, we show that there does not exist T < oc such that the support of the stopping
time r (induced by A) is within [0, T]. Suppose not, then it implies that there exists
t E [0, T] such that A (t) = +oo and let ti = inf{t: A(t) = +oo}. This implies that the
payoff to both firms once the game reaches time ti without experimentation (which has
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positive probability since ti = inf{t: A(t) = +oo}) is
V (r = t 1) ertlpH 2
(where V (T = t), or V (t), denotes present discounted value as a function of experimenta-
tion time). Now consider a deviation by firm i to strategy r', which involves waiting for
e > 0 after the game has reached ti and copying a successful project by firm - i (if there
is such a success). This has payoff
V (r') = e-r(t+) [pH 2 + (1 - p)pH1]
since firm ~ i is still A (ti) = +oo and will thus experiment with probability 1 at t1 .
Assumption 1 implies that V (T') is strictly greater than V (T = ti) for c sufficiently small.
Finally, we show that A (t) > 0 for all t. Again suppose, to obtain a contradiction,
that there exist ti and t 2 > ti such that A(t) = 0 for t E (ti, t2). Then, with the same
argument as in the first part, the payoff from the candidate equilibrium strategy T to firm
i conditional on no experimentation until ti is
V (r) = -rt2P1 2 .
However, deviating and choosing r' = ti yields
V (r' = t1) =relpH 2 > V (7).
This contradiction completes the proof of the lemma.
Proof of Proposition 12
The proof consists of two main steps. The first involves characterizing the equilibrium
with two firms when p has support [a, b] C [0, #3]. The second involves extending the
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characterization of equilibrium to the more general case when the support of G is [a, b] c
[0,1].
Step 1: We show that under the assumption that [a, b] c [0, 3], there exists a symmetric
equilibrium represented by a strictly decreasing function T(p) with T(b) = 0 which maps
signals to time of experimentation provided that the other player has not yet experimented.
Proposition 20 formalizes this idea and is proved by using a series of lemmas.
Proposition 20. Suppose that the support of G is [a, b] C [0, #]. Define
1b
T(p) log G(b) (1 - g - - p) + log G(z)dz . (A.1)
Then the unique symmetric equilibrium takes the following form:
1. each firm copies a successful innovation and immediately experiments if the other firm
experiments unsuccessfully;
2. firm i with signal quality pi experiments at time T (pi) given by (A.1) unless firm ~ i
has experimented before time T (pi).
Proof. The proof uses the following lemmas.
Lemma 5. T(p) cannot be locally constant. That is, there exists no interval P =[, j+ e]
with c > 0 such that -r(p) = t for all p G P.
Proof. Suppose, to obtain a contradiction, that the equilibrium involves T(p) = t for all
p E P. Then, let pi E P. Firm i's (time t) payoff after the game has reached (without
experimentation) time t is
v (t | pi) = pi [(G (P+E) - G ()) 1 + (1 - G (p+E)+G (p))112],
since with probability G (p + c) - G (p) firm ~ i has p E P and thus also experiments
at time t. In this case, firm i, when successful, is not copied and receives H1. With
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the complementary probability, it is copied and receives 12. Now consider the deviation
r(pi) = t + 6 for 6 > 0 and arbitrarily small. The payoff to this is
Vd (t I e r [(G (P + e) - G (p)) (012 + (1 - () p 1 1) + (1 - G (p + c) + G (pI)) pA1 2 ],
where ( _ E [p | p E P] is the expected probability of success of a firm with type in the
set P. Since 1 2 > pi 1 i, we have (H 2 + (1 - () piH1 > PiU1. Moreover, by the assumption
that G has strictly positive density, G (p + e) - G (p) > 0. Thus for 6 sufficiently small, the
deviation is profitable: This contradiction establishes the lemma. n
Lemma 6. T(p) is continuous in [a, b].
Proof. Suppose T (p) is discontinuous at p. Assume without loss of generality that T (p+) -
lime1o T (P + c) > T (p-) limeto T (p + c). Then firms with signal p = P + 6 for sufficiently
small 6 > 0 can experiment at time r (p-) + c for E < T (p+) - T (p-) and increase their
payoff since r > 0. *
Lemma 7. T(p) is strictly monotone on [a, b].
Proof. Suppose, to obtain a contradiction, that there exist qi > q2 such that T(q1)
r(q2) = t. Suppose that - i follows the equilibrium strategy characterized by r(p) and
consider firm i's expected profit when pi = q and it chooses to experiment at time t. This
can be written as
V(q, t) er-(p) (PH2 + (1 - p) qUi1) dG(p) + e-rq1i2  dG(p), (A.2)
where Pbefore = {p: r(p) < t} and Petfr = {p: T(p) > t}. Notice that V(q, t) is linear in q.
For T(p) to characterize a symmetric equilibrium strategy and given our assumption
that T(qi) = T(q 2 ) = r, we have
V(qi, ) > V(qi,t') and V(q 2 ,F) > V(q 2 ,t') (A.3)
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for all t' C R+ -
Now take q = aqi + (1 - a)q2 for some a E (0, 1). By the linearity of V (q, t), this
implies that for any t T, we have
V (aqi + (1 - a)q2, t) aV (qi, t) + (1 - a) V (q2 , t)
< aV (q, T (q)) + (-a) V (q2 , T (q2))
=V (aqi +(1 -a)q2,;F) ,
where the middle inequality exploits (A.3). This string of inequalities implies that
T (aqi + (1 - a)q2) = for a E [0, 1].
Therefore, -r must be constant between q1 and q2 . But this contradicts Lemma 5, estab-
lishing the current lemma. m
The three lemmas together establish that T is continuous and strictly monotone. This
implies that T is invertible, with inverse T (t). Moreover, T (b) = 0, since otherwise a
firm with signal b - e could experiment earlier and increase its payoff. Now consider the
maximization problem of firm i with signal q. This can be written as an optimization
problem where the firm in question chooses the threshold signal p = T 1 (t) rather than
choosing the time of experimentation t. In particular, this maximization problem can be
written as
b
max] e-rr(Pi) (p~iI-2 + (1 - p~i)qHli) dG (p~i) + e"(P)G (p) qI 2 , (A.4)
pE [a,b| P
where the first term is the expected return when the firm ~i has signal quality p~j E [p, b]
and the second term is the expected return when p~j < p, so that firm - i will necessarily
copy from i's successful innovation.
Next, suppose that T is differentiable (we will show below that r must be differentiable).
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Then the objective function (A.4) is also differentiable and the first-order optimality con-
dition can be written (after a slight rearrangement) as
rT'(p) = G 1) - (1 -p)$ .
G (p) _ q
In a symmetric equilibrium, the function T (p) must be a best response to itself, which
here corresponds to p q. Therefore, when differentiable, T (p) is a solution to
rT'(p) - g ( 1 - p)- 1 . (A.5)
Integrating this expression, then using integration by parts and the boundary condition
T(b) = 0, we obtain the unique solution (when T (p) is differentiable) as
T(p) (1 - z) g dz
ro JP G (z)
S [log G(b) (1 - b) - log G(p) (1 - p) + log G(z)dz]
To complete the proof, we need to establish that this is the unique solution. Lemmas
6 and 7 imply that T (p) must be continuous and strictly monotone. The result follows if
we prove that T (p) is also differentiable. Recall that a monotone function is differentiable
almost everywhere, i.e., it -can can have at most a countable number of points of non-
differentiability (see, for example, [28], p. 101, Theorem 3.23). Take ji to be a point of
non-differentiability. Then there exists some sufficiently small 6 > 0 such that T (p) is
differentiable on (p - c, p) and on (p, p + c). Then (A.5) holds on both of these intervals.
Integrating it over these intervals, we obtain
1 ~Pg(z
r (p) = r (P -E)-- (1 - z) dz for p E ( c-e , and
r (1_ - G (z)
T (p) = T (P)- (1- Z) g (z) dz for p E (p,p+E).
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Now taking the limit e -± 0 on both intervals, we have either (i) r (p+) f T (P-); or
(ii) T (p+) = r (p-). The first of these two possibilities contradicts continuity, so (ii) must
apply. But then T (p) is given by (A. 1) and is thus differentiable. This argument establishes
that T (p) is differentiable everywhere and proves the uniqueness of equilibrium. *
Step 2: To complete the proof of Proposition 12 we need to consider the more general
case when the support of G is [a, b] c [0, 1]. This consists of the showing three additional
claims. First, we show that firms with p ;> # will always experiment before firms with
p C [a, #). The claim follows by a single-crossing argument. First, recall that the value of
experimenting at time t for a firm with p E [a, 4) is given by (A.2). Defining PafterAJ+ {P:
T(p) > t and p ;> } and Pfter,_ 3  = {p: r(p) > t and p < #}, the value of experimenting
for a firm with q C [a, 4) can be rewritten as
V(q,t)
qU2 err~p) _ + _ dG(p)+e-rt dG(p)+ dG(p)
{pe _ (E + / pP2 fterA 3+ dG pfter- )_
(A.6)
which exploits the fact that when p E Pef or when p C PlfterAp+, there will be no
copying, and when p E PafterA-_, the innovation (which takes place again with probability
q) will be copied, for a payoff of 112 = #1i.
Next, turning to firms with p = q' ;> 4, recall that these firms prefer not to copy prior
successful experimentation (from Lemma 3). Therefore, their corresponding value can be
written as
V(q', t) = q'U2 { j e r()dG(p) + e- dG (p) + dG( p)#J pbef ore (P G()JEPf er^A P afterAp-
(A.7)
Note also that when the experimentation time is reduced, say from t to t' < t, the
first integral gives us the cost of such a change and the second expression (e-rt times the
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square bracketed term) gives the gain. Now the comparison of (A.6) to (A.7) establishes
the single-crossing property, meaning that at any t a reduction to t' < t is always strictly
more valuable for q' > # than for q C [a, /). First, the gains, given by the expression in
(A.6) and (A.7) are identical. Second, the term in parenthesis in the first integral in (A.6)
is a convex combination of 1/q > 1/# and 1/#, and thus is strictly greater than 1/#, so
that the cost is always strictly greater for q E [a, #) than for q' > #. From this strict
single-crossing argument it follows that there exists some T such that r (p) < T for all
p > 3 and T (p) > T for all p E [a, #).
The second claim establishes that all firms with p > # will experiment immediately, that
is, T (p) = 0 for all p > #. To show this, first note that all terms in (A.7) are multiplied by
q' > #, so the optimal set of solutions for any firm with p / must be identical. Moreover,
since rT(p) > T for all p E [a,/#), PjfteA/_ is identical for all t C [0, T], and t > 0 is
costly because r > 0. Therefore, the unique optimal strategy for all p > / is to experiment
immediately. Therefore, rF (p) =0 for all p> /.
Finally, we combine the equilibrium behavior of firms with p > / with those of p C [a, #).
First, suppose that b < /. Then the characterization in Proposition 20 applies exactly.
Next suppose that b > #, so that some firms might have signals p > 0. The previous step
of the proof has established that these firms will experiment immediately. Subsequently,
firms with p C [a, /) will copy a successful innovation at time t = 0 or experiment if there
is an unsuccessful experimentation at t = 0. If there is no experimentation at t = 0, then
equilibrium behavior (of firms with p E [a, 0)) is given by Proposition 20 except that the
upper support is now # and the relevant distribution is G (p) conditional on p C [a, #), thus
all terms are divided by G (/). This completes the proof of Proposition 12.
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Proof of Proposition 13
The proof mimics that of Proposition 12, with the only difference that the maximization
problem of firm i, with signal pi = q, is now modified from (A.4) to
rb
max ] -r7(p-i) (pZi (112 - ?7) + (1 - p-,) qri,) dG (p~i) + e"(P)G (p) q (H2 + rI)
pE[a,b) fp
which takes into account that copying has cost r7 and if firm i is the first innovator, then
it will be copied and will receive rq. Repeating the same argument as in Proposition 12
establishes that the unique equilibrium is given by (4.5).
To prove the second part of the proposition, first suppose that b < p7 and b < p7' so
that b = b in both cases. Recall also that T7 (p) = (p) > 0 for p E [a, p7). p is decreasing
in r, so that T' (p) = 0 implies that Tn' (p) = 0 for any r' > r7. We therefore only need
to show that -r (p) is strictly decreasing for all p E [a, p7). Since ~r (p) is differentiable,
it is sufficient to show that its derivative with respect to r/ is negative. This follows by
differentiating (4.5) (with b = b). In particular,
dr/ (12 + r) -T (P) + rG 2() (log G (b) - log G (p))
since log G(b) > log G(p) and -r7 (p) > 0.
Next, suppose that b > p7'. In that case b = p' and dr7(p)/dr/ (in the neighborhood of
r/') will include additional terms because of the effect of r/ on b. In particular:
(12 - ' (p) + (GrG(p71') (log G (pq1') - log
g(p') Hi ' - p"'1 
G(pn')HI r(H 2 + r1)G (p')
g(p7')
G(p7')H1 (p).-
The first line is again strictly negative and so is the first expression in the second line. The
second expression in the second line could be positive, however. For given r', this term
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< 0,
d-ra' (p)
dr/
(A.8)
is decreasing in p and tends to 0 as p approaches p7' (from (4.5)). Therefore, there exists
p* (r') such that for p > p* (r,'), it is no larger than the first term in the second line. This
establishes that for p E [p* (r/') ,p"'), 7 ' (p) is again decreasing in rq, completing the proof.
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Appendix B
Equilibrium with Private Signals and
Multiple Firms
We now extend the analysis of the private and heterogeneous signals environment from
Section 4 to the case with multiple firms. In particular, we show that all equilibria are
payoff equivalent for all players and involve firms with strong signals (pi > 3) experiment
first. We also discuss briefly the structure of those equilibria and provide an explicit
characterization of the unique mixed equilibrium, when all firms with signals > # use the
same experimentation strategy.
Proposition 21. Suppose that there are N > 3 firms and the support of G satisfies [a, b] t
[0, 0]. Then:
1. There does not exist a symmetric equilibrium in which all firms with p > # experiment
at t = 0.
2. All symmetric equilibria involve firms with p > # experimenting in the time interval
[0, T] and the rest of the firms experiment after T (if there is no prior experimentation)
for some T > 0.
3. All symmetric equilibria take the following form:
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(a) Firms with p > # experiment in time interval [0, T] with flow rate of experimen-
tation ((p,t).
(b) If there is not any prior experimentation, a firm with signal pi < # experiments
at time T(pi) > T, where -(.) is a strictly decreasing function.
Moreover, all such equilibria are payoff equivalent for all players.
Note that the characterization of Part 3 allows for pure strategies from firms with strong
signals (p > /) in fact there is such an equilibrium.
Proof. (Part 1) Suppose that N = 3, and that 12 13. Suppose, to obtain a contradic-
tion, that there exists a symmetric equilibrium where all firms with p > / experiment at
t = 0. Consider firm i with pi > /. Let X0 be the probability that none of the other two
firms have p > /, Xi be the probability that one of the other two firms has p > # and X2
be the probability that both firms have p > 3. Let us also define ( = E [p I p > /]. Since
pi > #, by hypothesis, firm i experiments at time t = 0. Its expected payoff is
V (Pi, 0) = XOPi 1 2 + XiPi [ 2 (1 + 2 + (1 -()2 + X2pi1
Intuitively, when none of the other two firms have p > 0, when successful, the firm is copied
immediately, receiving payoff 12. When both of the other two firms have p > /3, there is
no copying, so when successful, firm i receives H1. When one of the other two firms has
p > /, then this other firm also experiments at time t = 0 and is successful with probability
( = E [p | p > /]. In that case, in a symmetric equilibrium the third firm copies each one of
the two successful innovations with probability 1/2. With the complementary probability,
1 - (, the other firm with p > # is unsuccessful, and the third firm necessarily copies firm
Now consider the deviation to wait a short interval e > 0 before innovation. This will
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have payoff
liM V (pi, c) XOPiJ2 + Xlpi ((HI + (1 - () H2) + X2 pi1dJO
> V (pi, 0).
The first line of the previous expression follows since, with this deviation, when there is
one other firm with p > #, the third firm necessarily will copy the first innovator. The
inequality follows since H1 > 112, establishing that there cannot be an equilibrium in which
all firms with p ;> # experiment at time t = 0. This argument generalizes, with a little
modification, to cases in which N > 3 and HUs differ.
(Part 2) Part 2 follows from a single crossing argument similar to the one used in the
proof of Proposition 12.
(Part 3 - Sketch) We give an argument for why all equilibria are payoff equivalent
for all players. Consider firms with strong signals, i.e., firms such that p > /. Note that
((p, t) > 0 for at least some p for all t E [0, T]. It is evident now from (A.7) in the proof of
Proposition 20 that all firms with signal p > # have to be indifferent between experimenting
at any time t in [0, T] and, in particular, between experimenting at t and at 0. Combined
with Part 1, this implies that the expected payoff of a firm with signal p > / is equal to
pH1 P(pi > #, for all i) + PH2 (1 - P(pi ;> #, for all i)),
in all equilibria (no matter what the equilibrium strategy profile is). Similarly, we can show
that the expected payoff for the rest of the firms (firms with weak signals) is also the same
in all equilibria. m
In Proposition 21 we did not explicitly describe any equilibrium. Proposition 22 pro-
vides a characterization of the unique mixed strategy equilibrium, when firms with signals
p > # use the same experimentation strategy, i.e., the rate of experimentation for those
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firms depends only on time t (not their signal quality), ((p, t) = ((t). To simplify the
exposition, we focus on an economy in which N = 3 and G is uniform on [0, 1]. The char-
acterization result in this proposition can be (in a relatively straightforward way) extended
to N > 3. We also conjecture that it can be extended to any distribution G, though this
is less trivial.
Proposition 22. Consider an economy with N = 3 firms, 112 = 113 and G uniform over
[0,1]. Then, the following characterizes the unique- symmetric equilibrium, when firms with
signals p > / use the same experimentation strategy.
" Firms with p 2 0 experiment at the flow rate ((t) as long as no other firm has
experimented until t. They experiment immediately following another (successful or
unsuccessful) experiment. There exists T < oo such that
e- 0 =-0.
That is, all firms with p 2 / will have necessarily experimented within the interval
[0, T] (or equivalently, limtr ( (t) =+Co).
* Firms with p < / immediately copy a successful innovation and experiment at time
~r2 (p) following an unsuccessful experimentation and at time ~rs (p) if there has been
no experimentation until time T.
Proof. Let us define p(t) as the probability that firm ~ i that has not experimented until
time t has pi > /. The assumption that G is uniform over [0, 1] implies that p(0) 1 - #3.
Now consider the problem of firm i with pi 2 #. If there has yet been no experimentation
and this firm experiments at time t, its payoff (discounted to time t = 0) is
V (pi, t) = pie-r[11p(t) 2 + 112(1 - p(t)2)],
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since p (t)2 is the probability with which both other firms have p > 3 and will thus not
copy. With the complementary probability, its innovation will be copied. Alternately, if it
delays experimentation by some small amount dt > 0, then its payoff is:
V (pT,t +dt) -
pie6 r(t+dt) 12p(t)p(t)dtU1  +(1 - 2((t)pi(t)dt)[ H1 p(t + dt)2 + H 2 (1 - A(t + dt)2 )]
+2((t)p(t)(1 - P)dt[Hip1 1 (t + dt) + H2 (1 - p(t + dt))],
where p E[plp > #] and we use the fact that other firms with p ; # experiment at
the rate ((t). In a mixed-strategy equilibrium, these two expressions must be equal (as
dt -- 0). Setting these equal and rearranging, we obtain
d~p2(t)) 1 Ht]-r,() 1 2r(B
dt + 2((t)p(t)(1 - [t(t))[p + p(t)] -ry2(t) = T . (B.1)
In addition, the evolution of beliefs p (t) given the uniform distribution and flow rate of
experimentation at ( (t) can be obtained as
pM) f()d- '3) (B.2)
e- t (r)dr(1 - #) + #
Now let us define
f(t) e~Cf(T)dr)(1 - #) (B.3)
Using (B.3), (B.2) can be rewritten as
~u~t) -f( )
f(t) +
which in turn implies
1 -p(t)
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Moreover (B.3) also implies that
(B.4)f) (t) - =f (t) (1 - p(t))p(t) ~
Substituting these into (B.1), we obtain the following differential equation for the evolution
of PA(t):
2p (t)p'(t) + 2(t)p (t) (1 - p (t))[ + p(t)]- rp2(t)= _ .
Further substituting ((t) from (B.4), we obtain
P,'(t) - _(+
2p(# - 1 )
This differential equation satisfies the Lipschitz condition and therefore it has a unique
solution, which takes the form
pt) 1 tan
/3-1-1
(- -1 arctan (p(0) v/ 1 - i
0 g-1
with boundary condition p(O) = 1-3. Given this solution, the flow rate of experimentation
for firms with p > 3, (t), is obtained from (B.4) as
(t) = cic 2 (1 + tan(c1 (-c 2t + c3))2)
-cl + tan(c1(-c 2t + c3))
1 1+t((-ct + c3))'
where
S Cr
ci 3#4-1, c 2  ( , and c3
2pi(4 -t) = 0
It can then be verified that
arctan (p(0) /31 - 1)
/#-1 _ 1
lim ((t) = oo,
t-1T
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(#-1 - 1) p2(t)).
-2t +
where T =c 3/c2. It can also be verified that for all t c [0, T], where firms with p ;> 0
are experimenting at positive flow rates, firms with p < 3 strictly prefer to wait. The
equilibrium behavior of these firms after an unsuccessful experimentation or after time T is
reached is given by an analysis analogous to Proposition 12. Combining these observations
gives the form of the equilibrium described in the proposition. M
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Appendix C
Experimentation in Discrete Time
We discuss a discrete time version of the model described in the main text. We formally
show that the continuous time model, which is our main focus, provides the same economic
and mathematical answers as the limit of the discrete-time model, when the length of the
time interval A -+ 0. We limit the discussion to the case of two symmetric firms.
Environment
Let us denote the time interval between two consecutive periods by A > 0. In what
follows we will take A to be small. During an interval of length A, the payoff to a firm that
is the only one implementing a successful project is r1A > 0. In contrast, if a successful
project is implemented by both firms, each receives 7r2 A > 0. The payoff to an unsuccessful
project is normalized to zero. Both firms discount the future at the common rate r > 0 (so
that the discount factor per period is erA).
Strategies are defined in this game as follows. Let a history up to time t (where t = kA
for some integer k) be denoted by ht. The set of histories is denoted by 71'. A strategy
for a firm is a mapping from the history of the game up to time t, ht, to the probability of
experimentation at a given time interval and the set of projects. Thus the time t strategy
can be written as
o- : Ht -+ [0, 1] x {1, 2},
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where [0, 1] denotes the probability of implementing a project (either experimenting or
copying) at time t.
Equilibria
We start with asymmetric equilibria. In an asymmetric equilibrium, one of the firms, say
1, immediately experiments with its project. Firm 2 copies firm 1 in the next time period if
the latter is successful and tries its own project otherwise. In terms of the notation above,
this asymmetric equilibrium would involve
&o (-) (1, 1),
for t = 0, A, 2A, .... In words, this means that firm 1 chooses to experiment immediately
(if it has not experimented yet until t) and experiments with its project. Firm 2, on the
other hand, uses the strategy
(1, 1) if at = 1 and st = 1,
82 (at, St) (1,2) if at 1 and st= 0,
(0,.) if a' = 0,
for t = 0, A, 2A, .... The crucial feature highlighted by these strategies is that firm 2 never
experiments until firm 1 does.
Using the same analysis as in the proof of Proposition 2 below, it is straightforward to
verify that &2 is a best response to &i provided that A < A* -- r-1 log (# + 1 - p). What
about &i? Given &2, suppose that the game has reached time t (where t = kA for k E N).
If firm 1 now follows &1, it will receive expected payoff
V [t] = p (e"7r1A + e-r(t+A)112)
at time t, since its experimentation will be successful with probability p, yielding a profit of
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wTrA during the first period following the success (equivalent to e-rtiA when discounted
to time t = 0). Then according to -2, firm 2 will copy the successful project and firm 1
will receive the present discounted value e-r(t+A)I 2 from then on. If, at this point, firm
1 chooses not to experiment, then the game proceeds to time t + A, and according to the
strategy profile (t+"A, &t+A), it will receive payoff equal to
V [t + A] = erAV [t] < V [t].
Therefore this deviation is not profitable. This discussion establishes the following propo-
sition (proof in the text).
Proposition 23. Suppose that Assumption 1 holds and that A < A* = r- log (/ + 1 - p).
Then there exist two asymmetric equilibria. In each, one firm, i = 1, 2, tries its project with
probability 1 immediately and the other, firm ~ i, never tries its project unless it observes
the outcomes of the experimentation of firm i. Following experimentation by i, firm ~ i
copies it if successful and experiments with its own project otherwise.
More formally, the two equilibria involve strategies of the form:
o9 (- = (1, i) ,
(1, i) if a' = l and s' = 1,
o (at,s (1 i) if a' 1 and st = 0,
(0,.) if a' = 0,
for i = 1, 2.
Next we study symmetric equilibria. We focus on the case where the time interval A is
strictly positive but small.
As defined above a firm's strategy is a mapping from its information set to the prob-
ability of implementing a project. We refer to a strategy as pure if the experimentation
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probability at a given time t is either 0 or 1. That is, a pure strategy takes the form
0- t: 'Ht -+ {0, 1} x {1, 2}.
Our first result shows that for small A, there are no pure-strategy symmetric equilibria.
Proposition 24. Suppose that Assumption 1 holds and that A < A* _ r-1 log (0 + 1 - p)
(where recall that H2 /H1). Then there exist no symmetric pure-strategy equilibria.
Proof. Suppose, to obtain a contradiction, that such an equilibrium 0 * exists. The first
case we need to consider, is when o* involves no experimentation, i.e., both firms wait with
probability 1 for every time t. Then, it is straightforward to see, that firm 1 experimenting
with probability 1 at time t = 0, is a profitable deviation. This implies that for such an
equilibrium -* to exist, there should exist some time to and history hto (with to = kA for
k E N) such that uto (p = j, ht) - (1, j). Then following this history the payoff to both
firms is
V [to -*, o*= e-toplH1.
Now consider a deviation by firm 1 to -', which involves, after history hto, waiting until
date to + A, copying firm 2's project if successful, and experimenting with its own project
otherwise. The payoff to this strategy is
V [to U -', U*] = e-(to+A) (pH 2 + (1 - p)p1)
since firm 2 experiments with probability 1 at time to and is successful with probability p.
Clearly, V [to | o', o-*] > V [to U -*, U*] and there is a profitable deviation if
er(to+A) (PH2 + (1 - p)pH 1) > e-rto p 1
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or if
A< A* r- log (0+ 1 -p).
Here A* > 0 since, from Assumption 1, # 12 / 1 i > p. This establishes the existence of
a profitable deviation and proves the proposition. m
Proposition 24 also implies that all symmetric equilibria must involve mixed strate-
gies. Moreover, any candidate equilibrium strategy must involve copying of a successful
project in view of Assumption 1 and immediate experimentation when the other firm has
experimented. Therefore, we can restrict attention to time t strategies of the form
(1I) if at 1 and at = 1,
t (at t) = (1, if at = 1 and st = 0, (C.1)
(q(t)A i) if a' = 0,
for t = 0, A, 2A, ... , where q(t)A is the probability of experimenting at time t conditional
on no experimentation by either firm up to time t (all such histories are identical, hence
we write q(t) instead of q(ht)). Clearly, feasibility requires that q(t)A < 1.
Next we derive an explicit characterization of the unique symmetric equilibrium as
A -+ 0. In the text, we assume that firms use a constant probability of experimentation
over time, i.e., q(t) = q for all t (Proposition 25 relaxes this assumption and establishes
uniqueness more generally). We consider a symmetric mixed-strategy equilibrium o-* and
suppose that the game has reached time t without experimentation. Let vw [t I A] and
Ve [t I A] denote the time t continuation payoffs to firm i when firm ~ i plays o* and
firm i chooses to wait or to experiment (and period length is A).1 For a mixed-strategy
equilibrium to exist, we need
vW [t IA] = [v t I A]. (C.2)
The proof of Proposition 25 below shows that all symmetric equilibria involve mixing after
'Here we use v, since V denotes the value discounted back to t = 0.
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any history h' (with no experimentation up to t), i.e., equation (C.2) holds for all such
ht. Therefore, it suffices to characterize o-* such that (C.2) holds. First, consider firm i's
payoffs from experimenting:
Ve [t I A] = qApH1 + (1 - qA)(p7r1 A + e-A pH2 ), (C.3)
since in this case firm i is successful with probability p and receives continuation value H1
if firm ~ i has also experimented during the same time interval (probability qA), and it
receives wriA + e-'A H 2 otherwise (payoff for current time interval plus continuation value).
The latter event occurs with probability 1 - qA.
Similarly, its payoff from waiting is
v [t I A] erA (qA (pH2 + (1 - p)pfH1 ) + (1 - qA)vw [t + A A]), (C.4)
where firm i receives no payoff today and with probability qA, firm - i experiments, in
which case firm i copies if the experimentation is successful and experiments with its own
project otherwise, with expected continuation return pH2 + (1 - p)PfI1. With probability
1 - qA, firm ~i does not experiment, and firm i then receives vw [t + A A]. Adding and
subtracting v [t + A A] from the left-hand side of (C.4) and rearranging, we obtain
v [t + A | A] (1 - (1 - qA) e_"')-(v. [t + A | A] - vw [t I A]) = e-'AqA (pH2 + (1 - p)pHI).
Dividing both sides by A and taking the limit as A -+ 0 yields
1 v [t ]v [t I A] qlim o [t +A I A] - r lim [pH2 + (1 - p) pH1].A-0r + q A-O A r+q
(C.5)
From equation (C.3), we see that ve [t | A] does not depend on t. Since equation
(C.2) holds for all h' (thus for all t), we have v [t I A] = ve [t | A] and v [t + A | A] =
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Ve [t + A I A], implying that v, [t + A A] = v, [t I Al. Therefore, the second term on the
left-hand side of (C.5) must be equal to zero. Moreover, taking the limit as A - 0 in (C.3),
we obtain
lim vw [t + A A] lim Ve [t | A] P 1 2-
Combined with (C.5), this yields
_r#3
q(t) = q* - for all t, (C.6)
where recall, from (2.1), that #3 H2 /rI 1 .
The next proposition relaxes the assumption that q(t) is constant for all t and shows
that this is indeed the unique symmetric equilibrium.
Proposition 25. Suppose that Assumption 1 holds and A --+ 0. Then there exists a unique
symmetric equilibrium. In this equilibrium, both firms use the mixed strategy 8- as given in
(2.2) with q (t) = q* as in (C.6).
Proof. We first show that any symmetric equilibrium must involve mixing after any his-
tory h' E 'H1 along which there has been no experimentation. The argument in the proof of
Proposition 24 establishes that after any such history h', there cannot be experimentation
with probability 1. We next show that there is positive probability of experimentation at
time t = 0. First note that the equilibrium-path value to a firm, V*, (discounted back
to time t = 0), satisfies V* > PH2, since each firm can guarantee this by experimenting
at time t = 0. This implies that in any equilibrium there must exist some time T such
that after time T there is positive probability of experimentation and innovation. Now
to obtain a contradiction, suppose that T > 0. By the argument preceding the propo-
sition, limAo Ve [T I A] = e-TpHl2 , and therefore, in any mixed-strategy equilibrium,
V* [T I A] -+ e-rTpH 2 . However, for T > 0 this is strictly less than V* ;> pH 2, yield-
ing a contradiction and establishing the desired result. The same argument also establishes
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that there cannot exist any time interval (T, T'), with T' > T, along which there is no
mixing.
Hence, along any history h' where there has not been an experimentation, both firms
must be indifferent between waiting and experimenting. This implies that (C.2) must hold
for all t. Let q(t)A denote the probability of experimentation at time t. Firm i's payoff for
experimenting at time t is given by an expression similar to equation (C.3),
Ve [t I A] q(t),ApH1 + (1 - q(t)A)pH 2 . (C.7)
We next show that the probability of experimentation q(t) in a symmetric equilibrium
is a continuous function of t. Suppose that q(t) is not continuous at some f > 0. If
q(t) < q(f+) (where q(F-+) = limtig q (t)), it then follows from (C.7) and Assumption 1 that
Ve [t I A] < ve [f+ I A]. This implies that firm i has an incentive to delay experimentation at
time t. But this contradicts the fact that the symmetric equilibrium must involve mixing
at all such t. Similarly, if q(t) > q(f+), we have ve [t I A] > ve [f+ I A], implying that
firm i will experiment with probability 1 at time t, again yielding a contradiction. This
establishes that q(t) is a continuous function of t.
A derivation similar to that preceding the proposition then shows that equation (C.5)
holds when q is replaced by q(t). In particular,
1 vW [t +,A | v [t |) q(t)lim v" [t + A I A]- lim [pH2 + (1 - p) pH 1] .A-O r + q(t) s-+O A r + q(t)
(C.8)
Since v [t I A] = ve [t I A] and v [t + A | A] ve [t + A A], we can write the second
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term on the left-hand side of equation (C.8) as
. v [t + A v [t lim Ve [t + A A] - Ve [t | ]
=lim (q(t + A) - q(t)) Ap(1 - U2 )
A-40
where the second equality follows from equation (C.7) and the third equality holds by the
continuity of the experimentation probability q(t). Substituting for
lim v" [t + A I A] = lim Ve [t I A] = PU2,
A-40 dA0
in equation (C.8) and solving for q(t) yields q(t) = q* as in (C.6), completing the proof. M
Note that the limit when A -+ 0, which Proposition 25 shows is well behaved, also
corresponds to the (symmetric) equilibrium of the same model set up directly in continuous
time, thus showing formally the equivalence of the two.
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Appendix D
Omitted Proofs from Chapter 6
Algorithm for observation radius
The following algorithm computes the perfect observation radius for agent i and com-
munication network topology G . Specifically, the algorithm computes the sequence of
optimal decisions of agent i for any realization of the private signals under the assumption
that all agents except i never exit and keep transmitting new information. Assume for sim-
plicity that Gn is connected (otherwise apply the algorithm to the connected component in
which agent i resides). Let tend,i denote the maximum distance between i and an agent in
G". Note that this implies Bn. = N". The state at communication step t, 0 < t < tend,i,
is simply the number of private signals the agent has observed thus far and the empirical
mean for 0, kt and 6t respectively. The algorithm computes the optimal decision for agent
i starting from the last possible communication step tend,i and working its way through the
beginning (t = 0). In particular (we drop subscript i),
Algorithm 1.
(1)
OPT dec(tend, kt. end tfl) = 9 teia.
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and Pay(tend, kl ,ten) =T - 1 IP2+1/P 2
(2) For t = tend - 1 to 0 do:
(i) Preliminaries:
* Number of new observations at step t: f = B+1 Br.
* Payexit(t, kt, Ot) = - 1/p2 +1/p 2 k5
* Paywait (t, kt, Ot) - Pay(t± 1, kt +f,0').
(ii) If Paywait < (1 - r/A)Payt then
1OPTdec(t, kt, 6) - Ot and Pay(t, kt, 0) - / 
1/ p2 + 1/ p2k,"
Else OPTdec(t, kt, 91) = "wait" and Pay(t, kt, O) = Paywait (t, kt, Ot).
Correctness: Note that if agent i has not exited till the last time period, then, since
there is no more observations to be made in the future, she will exit and choose the action
that maximizes her expected payoff (see Lemma 4). For any other time period t agent i's
expected payoff of exiting taking an action at the current time period is given by Payext.
Finally, the agent decides to "wait" only if this action leads to higher expected payoff. It
is straightforward to see that the computational complexity of the algorithm is O(n 2). To
relate the algorithm with computing the perfect observation radius, note that the perfect
observation radius coincides with the exit time computed by the algorithm.
Finally, Lemma 8 states that the probability of choosing an action, that is more than
E away from the optimal, for agent i, such that i E Vkn, i.e., IP (Min' = 0) is uniformly
bounded away from 0.
Lemma 8. Let k > 0 be a constant, such that the k-radius set V,'" is non-empty. Then,
P,(Mi'' = 0) > erf I - erf - for all i V,"7,( 2p2/ k ,/ ( /2p2/ k)'
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where erf (x) = fq e- dt is the error function.
Proof. The lemma follows from the observation that because of our normality assumption
the empirical mean 0 after observing f private signals is normally distributed around 0 with
variance pp2 2/. Then, the probability that Mn,' 0 is simply equal to the probability
that a random variable X ~ N(0, P2/E) does not belong to interval I-C, e], i.e.,
P, (M"'E= 0) = erf
C
- erf 
-
Ep/C
The lemma follows since agent i E V' thus she takes an irreversible action after observing
at most k private signals. m
Proof of Proposition 15. First, we show that learning fails if condition (6.3) holds, i.e.,
there exists an 7 > 0, such that
1
lim sup - Vk"" > r.(D. 1)
n n
and k < k given by Condition (6.3). From condition (D.1) we obtain that there exists an
infinite index set J such that
V"J| >r;-nj forj c J.
Now restrict attention to index set J, i.e., consider n = nj for some j E J. Then,
M + E4 Vk'- M'
=Pa ( n [ZiEv:' M, >4
PaD n, in,
n - lVk i1
>1 -
where the inequality follows since we let M7 1 for all i ( Vk"". Next we use Markov's
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y
>
PO (I E" Min', > 1I ) = -n P ii
inequality to obtain
Mn, >
n
E,7 [E 'nc Min',1
< 'C( - /Vk c
We can view each summand above as an independent Bernoulli variable with success prob-
ability bounded above by erf ( 2p/k) - erf from Lemma 8. Thus,
-erf-
K 22/k V2
vn-
-l er < 1 - 6
where the second inequality follows from the fact that n was chosen such that | Vk"'| > r/-n.
Finally, the last expression follows from k < k (cf. Condition (6.3)). We obtain that for all
j E J it holds that
-ni
Pa (±(1- M,"')]
n =1
Since J is an infinite index set we conclude that
lim sup P,( n 1 >)7(lJ /i~c
thus c, 6-asymptotic learning is incomplete when (6.3) holds.
Next, we prove that Condition (6.2) is sufficient for e, 6-asymptotic learning. As mentioned
above, if agent i takes an irreversible action after observing f signals, then the probability
that Mi, E 1 is equal to the probability that a random variable X ~ N(O, p2/f) takes a
value in interval [-e, c]. Thus,
P,(Mi, = 1) = erf
2
- erf - (D.2)
Q2p2/Cg
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P , (
G Vk
;>6,
E,[i n,, M
n. vk'I /n-e)
Similarly with above, we have
IP (1 - Min'E) > e < p ( Min',) > IV-
E [ ( - M )] (D.3)
n (c - V|/n)
where V = {i B , < Iand the second inequality follows from Markov's inequality.
By combining Eqs. (D.2) and (D.3) and letting k?'" denote the number of private signals
that agent i observed before taking an action,
1 - SI~ v 1 - (er 2 2 - f ( 22
n (c- |V/n) n (E - IV|/n)
We have
erf - erf - > 1 - 1 (D.5)
for all i ( V from the definition of k (cf. Condition (6.2)). Thus, combining Eqs. (D.3),(D.4)
and (D.5), we obtain
P0 (1 Mi'") > c < J for all n > N,
where N is a sufficiently large constant, which implies that condition (6.2) is sufficient for
asymptotic learning. m
Proof of Proposition 16. We show that although an agent has potentially access to
less information under Assumption 6, perfect asymptotic learning occurs whenever perfect
asymptotic learning occurs under Assumption 5.
Proposition 26. If perfect asymptotic learning occurs in society {Gn}, 1 under Assump-
tion 5, then perfect asymptotic learning occurs under Assumption 6 along any equilibrium
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Agent i's observation set B7n
Agent j's observation set Bn
Node iNode i Node J
dist(, j),
dist(d i) < d)
Figure D-1: Proof of Proposition 26.
Proof. Consider set Uk, where recall that Ukn is the set of agents that are at a short
distance (at most equal to their observation radius) from an agent with in-degree at least
k. Define similarly set Zn as the set of agents, that at some equilibrium o, communicate
with an agent with in-degree at least k. Note that under Assumption 5 the sets are equal,
i.e., U = Zk,. To complete the proof, we show that for k large enough (and consequently
n large enough), Up = Zk,, even under Assumption 6.
Consider i E Ukn and let p" = {e, ii,... i } denote the shortest path in communi-
cation network G" between i and any agent t, with deg, > k. First we show the following
(refer to Figure D-1)
i E U"->j E U"n for all jP . (D.6)
Assume for the sake of contradiction that condition (D.6) does not hold and consider the
simplified environment under Assumption 5 (we are only looking at the set Ukn, so we can
restrict attention to that environment). Then, let
j = arg min{dist"(?,j')|j' E ?" and dist"(Ej') > Ti,}.
For agents i, j we have T7 > rj and dist(j, i) + d < dist(f, i) T, since otherwise
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j E U1 . This implies that B> c B' n. Furthermore,
> E (en ) (D.7)
1/p 2 + 1/p 2(1 + |Bjn|) > 1/p2 + 1/p2(1 + |Bjn + k)D
where t is the time for dist(f, j) -r extra communication steps to take place. In particular,
the left hand side is equal to the expected payoff of agent j if she takes an irreversible action
at time ry after receiving IB | observations, whereas the right hand side is a lower bound
on the expected payoff if agent j delays taking an action until after she communicates with
agent f. The inequality follows, from the definition of the observation radius for agent j.
On the other hand,
1 (r'1I< E 
-,,frsoee>0
1/p 2 + 1/p 2 (1 + |Bn) n 1 1/p2 + 1/p2(1 + IB | + k) .forsome>O,
(D.8)
For k large enough we conclude that dist(f, j) < dist(E, i) - dist(j, i), which is obviously a
contradiction. This implies that (D.6) holds.
Next we show, by induction on the distance from agent f with degree > k, that Uk =
Zk, for any equilibrium o. The claim is obviously true for all agents with distance equal to
0 (agent f) and 1 (her neighbors). Assume that the claim holds for all agents with distance
at most t from agent f, i.e., if i E UkTf and dist(C, i) < t then i C Zk,. Finally, we show the
claim for an agent i such that i E Un and dist(, i) t + 1. Consider a shortest path 'P"
from i to f. Condition (D.6) implies that all agents j in the shortest path are such that
j E Ukn, thus from the induction hypothesis we obtain j E Zk,. Thus, for k sufficiently
large we obtain that i E Zk , for any equilibrium -.
Finally, from Corollary 2 we conclude that asymptotic learning under Assumption 5
implies asymptotic learning under Assumption 6. m
The first part of Proposition 16 follows directly from Proposition 15 and Proposition 26.
To conclude the proof of Proposition 16 we need to show that if asymptotic learning occurs
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when condition (6.2) does not hold along some equilibrium u, then the society contains a
set of leaders. In particular, consider a society {G"} _1 in which condition (6.2) does not
hold, i.e., assume as in the proof of Proposition 15 that there exists a k > 0, e > 0 and
infinite index set J, such that |VA > e - n for j E J. We restrict attention to index set
J and consider o- = { an equilibrium along which asymptotic learning occurs in the
society.
Consider a collection of subsets of the possible realizations of the private signals,
{Qn}- 1, and a collection of subsets of agents, {R"} 1 , such that:
(i) limnaco P,(Qn) > e, for some c > 0, i.e., the subsets of realizations considered have
positive measure as the society grows, and if a realization is in Q" its complement is
also in Q".
(ii) lmasoo R4| > e
Such collections should exist, since condition (6.2) fails to hold in the society. Consider
next equilibrium - and assume that the realization of the private signals belongs to subset
Q" (for the appropriate n). Since asymptotic learning occurs along equilibrium o- we have:
1lim -|R"| = 0,
n-ooo nh
where R4 {i E R" o E {0, 1}}. However, this implies that there should exist a
collection of subsets of agents, {Sl} _1 , such that:
(i) Rc C Sy0110w, where R. {i E R odn =wait"}.
(ii) o-, # { "wait"}, for some T < T - dist(i, j) and i such that j E B", i E R"n
(iii) limnoo jS" = 0, since otherwise asymptotic learning would not occur along equi-
librium u.
Note that collection {S"}= 1 satisfies the definition of a set of leaders [cf. Definition 5],
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since
1
lim sup -IR"cI > e
n--+Oo n
and Proposition 16 (ii) follows. m
Proof of Theorem 1.
The proof of the theorem relies heavily on the next proposition, which intuitively states
that there is no incentive to lie to an agent with a large number of neighbors, assuming
that everybody else is truthful.
Proposition 27 (Truthful Communication to a High Degree Agent). There exists a scalar
k > 0, such that truth-telling to agent i, with indegl > k(e), in the first time period is an
equilibrium of INFO(Gn). Formally,
(a-''' ntuhIm n't'"t ) E INFO(G"n),
where mno''t = sj for jEBn.
Proof. The proof is based on the following argument. Suppose that all agents in BG1
except j report their signals truthfully to i. Moreover, let |B7| > k, where k is a large
constant. Then, it is an weakly dominant strategy for j to report her signal truthfully to i,
since j's message will not be pivotal for agent i, i.e., i will take an irreversible action after
the first communication step, no matter what j reports. *
Theorem 1 follows directly from Proposition 27 and Proposition 16. E
Proof of Theorem 2. The proof uses similar arguments with the ones presented in the
proof of Proposition 26. A key observation is that a social planner cannot achieve a higher
aggregate welfare than that achieved by the agents under Assumption 5. N
Proof of Proposition 17. The claim follows by noting that the social planner could
choose the following strategy profile: for each j E D"' delay i's irreversible action by at
least one time period, where i is an agent such that if i delays then j gains access to a least
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f additional signals. Moreover, it is straightforward to see that there exist c, 6 for which
e, 6-learning fails. m
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Appendix E
Omitted Proofs from Chapter 7
Proof of Proposition 18
(i) Let the discount rate be r > 0. Then, the perfect observation radius of an agent
is bounded by a constant Z and, thus, |Vzl = n for all n > kz. Thus, perfect asymptotic
learning fails from Proposition 16.
(ii) First, we state a lemma from [16] for bounding the probability that there exists a
path between two agents in a preferential attachment network. For the remainder, of the
proof, agent i is simply the agent that was born at time i.
Lemma in [16] Let {Gn}_ 1 be a preferential attachment sequence of communication
networks and consider network G", for n large enough. Let P be a path from agent i to
agent j in Gn, where S (P) denotes the set of edges of path P. Then,
1
IP(P C Gn) < C Cn(p) j
(i,i 2 )EE"(P)
where C is an absolute constant.
This lemma allows us to consider a random communication network, where an edge between
agents i and j is present independently with probability 1/vlj, although in the original
network G' edges are dependent. The intuition why such a result is true comes from
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observing that the dependencies between edges due to the preferential attachment rule are
not too strong as the communication network grows.
We are now ready to proceed with the proof. Let w" be the average degree for G", which
by the preferential attachment rule remains finite with high probability as n grows, i.e.,
limn, w" < W. In particular, for sufficiently large n,
P(at most n/c nodes have degree more than cW) > 1 - c/2, for all c > 0. (E.1)
Next, we use the above lemma to show that most low degree agents agents are not connected
with a short path to high degree agents. In particular, let Si (S2) denote the set of agents
that have degree greater (smaller) than cW. We want to bound the probability that there
exists a short path (at most L links long) from an agent in S2 to an agent in S1. As
mentioned above, with high probability IS1 | <n/c. Then, if Pf denotes a path of length f
from agent k C S2 to any agent in S1, we have
L n) L C -1
EP(P CG " S (E.2)
f=1 i=1 jES1 u1,.. aj _1**f1ES2 t=1 U
f=1 jES1  ui ,u iES2
L 0
< YS Y, (E.3)
f=1 jE{1,---,n/c} iC{n/c,---,n}
< < 1, for agents with k = 0(n), (E.4)
where Eq. (E.2) follows from Lemma in [16] and Eq. (E.3) follows by setting set Si to be
the set of the first n/c nodes (lowest indices) and set S2 the rest. Finally, Eq. (E.4) follows
for an appropriate choice of constant c (and consequently the size of set S1). In particular,
as n grows, we obtain _n ,...,} ~ logc and E Gi,...,/c ~" for k 0(n).
Finally, note that with high probability most of the agents with index O(n) belong to set
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S2 , since by Lemma in [16] above their expected degree is bounded by a small constant.
Combining Eqs. (E.1), (E.4) and Corollary 2 we conclude that perfect asymptotic learning
fails in a preferential attachment communication network sequence with probability at least
1 - E for discount rate r > 0.
(iii) Follows directly from (ii), since Erdos-Renyi communication networks are even
sparser than preferential attachment communication networks.
Proof of Proposition 19
(i) - (ii) The claims follow directly from Proposition 16. In particular, for r < fi (for
complete) and r < F2 (for star), where fi, f 2 such that:
1 d 1 <w A 2
7r - < Ag and 7r - I < 7F r)1/p 2 + 1/p2 A + fi 1/p2 + 1/p2 A + F2
we obtain that
1
lim lim - - = 0,
k--oo n-+oo I
therefore perfect asymptotic learning occurs in the respective societies.
(iii) Follows directly from [70].
(iv) Consider the following two events A and B.
Event A: Layer 1 (the top layer) has more than k agents, where k > 0 is a scalar.
Event B: The total number of layers is more than k.
From the definition of a hierarchical sequence of communication networks, we have
k k
P(A) = I - . (E.5)
i=2 i=2
Also,
1P(B) < E(L) _ 1 00 1 (E.6)k k i+(E'
i=2
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from Markov's inequality, where L is a random variable, that denotes the number of layers
in the hierarchical society. Let ((e) be small enough and k (and consequently n) large
enough such that -2 > log and < k. For those values of ( and k we
obtain P(A) < c/4 and P(B) < e/4. Next, consider the event C = Ac n Bc, which from
Eqs. (E.5) and (E.6) has probability P(C) > 1 - c/2 for the values of ( and k chosen above.
Moreover, we consider
Event D: The agents on the top layer are information hubs, i.e.,
lim IB71 = oo, for all i EMn.
n-eoo
We claim that event D occurs with high probability if event C occurs, i.e., P(D| C) >
1 - c/2, which implies
P(C n D) = P(DI C)P(C) > (1 - 6/2)2 > 1 - C. (E.7)
In particular, note that conditional on event C occurring, the total number of layers and the
total number of agents in the top layer is at most k. From the definition of a hierarchical
society, agents in layers with index f > 1 have an edge to a uniform agent that belongs to
a layer with lower index, with probability one. Therefore, if we denote the degree of an
agent in a top layer (say agent 1) by D' we have
= Ie +- + (E.8)
i=z1 i=1
where '7" denotes the random number of agents in layer i and I e1velj is an indicator variable
that takes value one if there is an edge from agent i to agent 1 (here levelj simply denotes
that agent i belongs to level j). Again from the definition, we have P(I "" - 1) = 1
where the sum in the denominator is simply the total number of agents that lie in layers
with lower index, and finally, 'T + - - -T = -n.
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We can obtain a lower bound on the expected degree of an agent in the top layer
conditional on event C by viewing (E.8) as the following optimization problem:
mm -- + - Xk
x1 X + + xk-1
S.t. Ljxj-n
0 < x1 < k,
0 <x 2 , - ,Xk-1,
where we make use of the fact that the total number of layers is bounded by k, since we
condition on event C. By solving the problem we obtain that the objective function is
lower bounded by #(n), where #(n) = O(nIl/k) for every n. Then,
E[D" C] =
k
ZP(L=,'T"=ki,- ,'Te = kC)-E[D"C,= ,'"=ki,- ,"=ks]
e=2 k1 k,--- ,ke
ki+---+ke=n
k
>E P(L= ,'/1"=k1 ,. --. ,'J = keIC) -#(n) = #(n), (E.9)
f=2 ki k,-- -,ke
k1+---+ke=n
where Eq. (E.9) follows since E[D|C, L = E,'T 1 = ki, -- T k) ;> #(n) for all values
of f (2 < f < k) and k1 , --- , ke (ki < k, ki + - -- + k= n) from the optimal solution of
the optimization problem. The same lower bound applies for all agents in the top layer.
Similarly we have for the variance of the degree of an agent in the top layer (we use
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f, ki, - - - , kf as a shorthand for L =, 'T"' = k1 , --.- ,'T" = kf)
k
Var[D"| C] IP(E, k1,- , kf|C)- Var[D'"C, j k1, - , kf]
f=2 k1<k,--- kf
ki+---+ke=n
k
> > P(, ki, - , ke|C) (k 2Var (Iel 2 ) + --- + kVar(I vele)) (E.10)
f=1 ki k,---,ke
k1+---+ke=n
k
< P(>,>3 ,--, k ... , ke|C) - (k 2 E(I vel 2 ) + - + kE(1 evelf)) = E[D C],
f=1 kisk,---,kR
k1+---+kt=n
(E.11)
where Eq. (E.10) follows by noting that conditional on event C and the number of layers
and the agents in each layer being fixed, the indicator variables (defined above) are inde-
pendent and Eq. (E.11) follows since the variance of an indicator variable is smaller that
its expectation. We conclude that the variance of the degree is smaller than the expected
value and from Chebyschev's inequality we conclude that
P (D) ;> P(n R * > () > 1 - c/2,
#( Al-n)
where ( > 0, i.e., with high probability all agents in the top layer are information hubs
(recall that limn, #i(n) = oo).
We have shown that when event C n D occurs, there is a path of length at most k (the
total number of layers) from each agent to an agent at the top layer, i.e., an information
hub with high probability. Therefore, if the discount rate r is greater than some lower
bound (r > f4 ), then perfect asymptotic learning occurs. Finally, we complete the proof
by noting that P(C n D) > (1 - c/2) 2 > _
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Appendix F
Omitted Proofs from Chapter 8
Proof of Theorem 3
First we make an observation which will be used frequently in the subsequent analysis.
Consider an agent i such that Hc E W', where Ic is an integer appropriately chosen (see
below), i.e., the size of the social clique of agent i is greater than or equal to k, |H,()I > k.
Suppose agent i does not form a link with cost c with any agents outside her social clique.
If she makes a decision at time t = 0 based on her signal only, her expected payoff will
be -r - 1 If she waits for one period, she has access to signals of all the agents
in her social clique (i.e., she has access to at least k signals), implying that her expected
payoff would be bounded from below by A (7r - 1/,2+1/Pk). Hence, her expected payoff
E[I4H(gn)) satisfies
E[i~'] a7- 1/p2 + 1/p2' r + A 1/p2 + 1/p2ke
for any link formation strategy gf and along any o- C INFO(G") (where G' is the com-
munication network induced by gn).
Suppose now that agent i forms a link with cost c with an agent outside her social
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clique. Then, her expected payoff will be bounded from above by
E[fI,(g")] <max {r i/p 2 +1/2' ( A )2A +r
where the second term in the maximum is an upper bound on the payoff she could get by
having access to signals of all agents she is connected to in two time steps (i.e., signals of
the agents in her social clique and in the social clique that she is connected to). Combining
the preceding two relations, we see that an agent i with H"(7,E will not form any
costly links in any network equilibrium, i.e.,
g'", =1 if and only if sc(j) = sc(i) for all i such that |H".(i) > I. (F.1)
for k such that
1/p2 + 1/p2k) A >2A 7r - c.A + r
(a) Condition (8.2) implies that for all sufficiently large n, we have
-n( > (n,
where ( > 0 is a constant. For any c with 0 < e < (, we have
(F.2)
= 4H <1 - M"'" 1 - Mi| |H-. ~~>k
>e).
> I~ n
i| |H-c, | >k
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- c
(F.3)
r+ A
1 -_ M'''
The right-hand side of the preceding inequality can be re-written as
1 -- M" >) 1- (HH~1-- M7E
21- P 1r-e
i||IH k
sc(, )I>k/
(~IIHEM > )
where r =El H n>k -. By Eq. (F.2), it follows that for n sufficiently large, we have
r > (. Using Markov's inequality, the preceding relation implies
n
HCi | >k
>6)
il IH" n(i)Ik E[Mi1 1
n21 -6
By Lemma 8 and observation (F.1), E[M7"EI for an agent i with |H1(I 2 k is upper
bounded by
P(M""= 0) > erf (
2p2|H,"
- erf (- H I
22Hg In
and therefore
E[M"')1 1- (erf (
2p2|HI")
Using this bound and assuming without loss of generality, that social cliques are ordered
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i |H |\il JH>s, )I
(F.4)
-erf - E
2p2H i)y
by size (H1" is the biggest), we can re-write Eq. (F.4) as
( i|
Z 1 - M"
n\H |II>k
1 -(
>1 -
> >1
- (e rf ( 2|IH | ) - e2rf 2H
(r - 6) - n
- > 6
Here, the second inequality is obtained since the largest value for the sum is achieved when
all summands are equal and
(=erf 
_ p| 2p7k - erf - 64/22 k
The third inequality holds using the relation r ;> and choosing appropriate values for 6, 6.
This establishes that for all sufficiently large n, we have
" 1 -M6
which implies
lim sup P
n-+oo
1 - Mi
n
>6) > 6,
and shows that perfect asymptotic learning does not occur in any network equilibrium.
(b) We show that if the communication cost structure satisfies condition (8.3), then
asymptotic learning occurs in all network equilibria (g, o-) ({g", o-"}) _1 . For an il-
lustration of the resulting communication networks, when condition (8.4) holds, refer to
Figure 8-2(a). Let B n(Gn) be the neighborhood of agent i in communication network G"
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(F.5)
(induced by the link formation strategy g"l),
B'(Gn) = {j | there exists a path P in G"n from j to i},
i.e., B (Gn) is the set of agents in G" whose information agent i can acquire over a suffi-
ciently large (but finite) period of time.
We first show that for any agent i such that lim sup. jH, < k, her neighborhood
in any network equilibrium satisfies lim, B' oc. We use the notion of an isolated
social clique to show this. For a given n, we say that a social clique HJ is isolated (at a
network equilibrium (g, a)) if no agent in H, forms a costly link with an agent outside Hy7
in (g, o-). Equivalently, a social clique H7 is not isolated if there exists at least one agent
j E Hg, such that j incurs cost c and forms a link with an agent outside Hn.
We show that for an agent i with lim sup,:H gy| < I, the social clique H,"egy is not
isolated in any network equilibrium for all sufficiently large n. Using condition (8.3), we
can assume without loss of generality that social cliques are ordered by size from largest
to smallest and that limn, Hj oo. Suppose that H,ig is isolated in a network
equilibrium (g, a). Then the expected payoff of agent i is upper bounded (similarly with
above)
E[I~~i~~g")] <;mx7 /2 + 1/p2' r + A 1/p2 + 1/p2(k - 1) J
Using the definition of k, it follows that for some c > 0,
E[II (g")] < max 7r - linr - c - (F.6)
-1/p2 +1/p2' r + A
Suppose next that agent i forms a link with an agent jE Hi". Her expected payoff
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IE[H(g")] satisfies
E[fi(g")] >
r+A ( 1/p 2 + I/- 2 Hnj)
since in two time steps, she has access to the signals of all agents in the social clique H".
Since lim,,, lH"|= 00, there exists some N1 such that
7r c -C for all n > N1 .
Comparing this relation with Eq. (F.6), we conclude that under the assumption that r <if
(for appropriate f), the social clique H,") is not isolated in any network equilibrium for
all n > N 1.
Next, we show that limn-x:, Bj = oc in any network equilibrium. Assume to arrive at
a contradiction that limsupn, Bn| < oc in some network equilibrium. This implies that
limsups,|I B7l < |Hn| for all n > N2 > N1 . Consider some n > N2. Since H,"gi is not
isolated, there exists some j E Hc"gy such that j forms a link with an agent h outside H,"gy.
Since limsups,|I Bl < IH"|, agent j can improve her payoff by changing her strategy to
97h = 0 and gh, - 1 for h' E H, i.e., j is better off deleting her existing costly link and
forming one with an agent in social clique H". Hence, for any network equilibrium, we
have
lim |B17 I = ocn  0 for all i with lim sup |H"(i)| < k
n-*oo
We next consider the probability that a non-negligible fraction (c-fraction) of agents
takes an action that is at least c-away from optimal with probability at least 6 along a
network equilibrium (g, -). For any n, we have from Markov's inequality
1 n E[1 - M"''f]
>e< 
- - EE 1
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(F.8)
- CI
(F.7)
n 1 - M'''
IP *
i=1
E[Ui,(g")] > (
We next provide upper bounds on the individual terms in the sum on the right-hand side.
For any agent i, we have
E[1 - M''] < erf 2p2IBi - erf( -
2
V2_2 IBnj (F.9)
Consider an agent i with limsup,,| H(,)I < k (i.e., |H,(")I < k for all n large). By
Eq. (F.7), we have lim. |Bnj = oc. Together with Eq. (F.9), this implies that for some
( > 0, there exists some N such that for all n > N, we have
E[1 - M"'6] < --(1 2 for all i with lim sup IHs() < ck.n-*4o (F.10)
Consider next an agent i with lim supl, IH"(i) I > k, and for simplicity, let us assume
that the limit exists, i.e., lim |H ) > k. 1 This implies that kHgI > I for all large
n, and therefore,
ii im sup") nH()~
E[1 - Mi',]
< |Hj|-
j=1
<L -k,
n
(erf
4p21Hj7| - erf -
where the first inequality follows from Eq. (F.9). Using condition (8.3)
0, this relation implies that there exists some N such that for all n > N, we have
_ 
S
i| limsup, 0 H |kk
E[1 - M''] e (
<-
ni 2
'The case when the limit does not exist can be proven by focusing on different subsequences. In
particular, along any subsequence Ni such that lim E-ccen IHs"n) ;> k, the same argument holds. Along
any subsequence Ni with limfl 0 ,Eg |H" (j) < k, we can use an argument similar to the previous case
to show that limn o,nE.,V B"| = oo, and therefore E[1 - Mj''] < L for n large and n E NG.
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}2p2|H7I)
(F.11)
i.e., limn-4o =
Combining Eqs. (F.10) and (F.11) with Eq. (F.8), we obtain for all n > max {N, N},
n 1 - M )"
where ( > 0 is an arbitrary scalar. This implies that
lim P *> eC 0,
n-+o0 n
for all c, showing that perfect asymptotic learning occurs along every network equilibrium.
(c) The proof proceeds in two parts. First, we show that if condition (8.4) is satisfied,
learning occurs in at least one network equilibrium (g, o-). Then, we show that there
exists a E > 0, such that if c < 5, then learning occurs in all network equilibria. We
complete the proof by showing that if c > E, then there exist network equilibria, in which
asymptotic learning fails, even when condition (8.4) holds. We consider the case when
agents are patient, i.e., the discount rate r -+ 0. We consider k, such that c > I/p2 ±1/p 2 k
and c < 1 - C', for some e' > 0 (such a k exists). Finally, we assume that
c < p1 1, since otherwise no agent would have an incentive to form a costly link.
Part 1: We assume, without loss of generality, that social cliques are ordered by size
(H" is the smallest). Let 'H' denote the set of social cliques of size less than k, i.e.,
=nL= {H7, i = 1, ... , K" |Hf I < k}. Finally, let rec(j) and send(j) denote two special
nodes for social clique H7, the receiver and the s-ender (they might be the same node). We
claim that (g" o-") described below and depicted in Figure 8-2(b) is an equilibrium of the
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network learning game F(C") for n large enough and 6 sufficiently close to one.
1 if sc(i) = sc(j), i.e., i,j belong to the same social clique,
- 1 if i =rec(E - 1) and j send(f) for 1 f < I<nQ|
9ij
1 if i = rec(|'h |) and j send(l),
0 otherwise
and an E INFO(G"n), where G"n is the communication network induced by g". In this
communication network, social cliques with size less than k are organized in a directed
ring, and all agents i, such that JH,"g)| < k have the same neighborhood, i.e., 137 B" for
all such agents.
Next, we show that the strategy profile (g", an) described above is indeed an equilibrium of
the network learning game F(Cn). We restrict attention to large enough n's. In particular,
let N be such that | H| > k and consider any n > N (such N exists from condition
(8.4)). Moreover, we assume that the discount rate is sufficiently close to zero. We consider
the following two cases.
Case 1: Agent i is not a connector. Then, g Ir = 1 if and only if sc(j) = sc(i). Agent
i's neighborhood as noted above is set B", which is such that r - 1/p2+1/p2|B"> 7n- C
1/p2I1/j3> k.IAgent 
- C
from the assumption on n, i.e., n > N, where N such that ZI H1fl > I. Agent i can
communicate with all agents in B" in at most |l'<kI communication steps. Therefore, her
expected payoff is lower-bounded by
E[IHi(g")) > A 7 > 7r - c,
~ A+ r 1/p2 + 1/p/Ic
under any equilibrium a" for r sufficiently close to zero. Agent i can deviate by forming
a costly link with agent m, such that sc(m) / sc(i). However, this is not profitable since
from above her expected payoff under (gn, jn) is at least 7r - c (which is the maximum
possible payoff if an agent chooses to form a costly link).
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Case 2: Agent i is a connector, i.e., there exists exactly one j, such that sc(j) # sc(i) and
g' = 1. Using a similar argument as above we can show that it is not profitable for agent
i to form an additional costly link with an agent m, such that sc(m) = sc(i). On the other
hand, agent i could deviate by setting g' = 0. However, then her expected payoff would
be
E[IJ(g")] = max 7 - A ( -- + (F.12)i/p 2 + 1/p 2 r + A 1/p2 + 1/p2|Hi|
< max 7 - , 7 _ < 7 - C - E'1/p2 + 1/p2 r + A 1/p2 + 1/p 2(k - 1))
r+ A 1/p2 + 1/p2[B"| '
for discount rate sufficiently close to zero. Therefore deleting the costly link is not a
profitable deviation. Similarly we can show that it a (weakly) dominant strategy for the
connector not to replace her costly link with another costly link.
We showed that (g"n, o-) is an equilibrium of the network learning game. Note that
we described a link formation strategy, in which social cliques connect to each other in a
specific order (in increasing size). There is nothing special about this ordering and any
permutation of the first |Nn I| cliques is an equilibrium as long as they form a directed
ring. Finally, any node in a social clique can be a receiver or a sender.
Next, we argue that asymptotic learning occurs in network equilibria (g, o) {(g", n-j)} 0,
where for all n > N, N is a large constant, g" has the form described above. As shown
above, all agents i for which H,"cj < k have the same neighborhood, which we denoted
by B". Moreover, limncO, IB"I = oc, since all social cliques with size less than k are con-
nected to the ring and, by condition (8.4), limn-, 0 Zil I |H<k = oo. For discount rate
r sufficiently close to zero and from arguments similar to those in the proof of part (b), we
conclude that asymptotic learning occurs in network equilibria (g, o).
Part 2: We have shown a particular form of network equilibria, in which asymptotic learn-
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H 2n 0-O O--
(a) Deviation for i c - property (i). (b) Deviation for i E H - property (ii).
Figure F-1: Communication networks under condition (8.4).
ing occurs. The following proposition states that for discount rate sufficiently close to zero
network equilibria fall in one of two forms.
Proposition 28. Let Assumptions 6, 8 and condition (8.4) hold. Then, an equilibrium
(g"l, -) of the network learning game F(C") can be in one of the following two forms.
(i) (Incomplete) Ring Equilibrium: Social cliques with indices {1, - , j}, where
j | klR|, form a directed ring as described in Part 1 and the rest of the social
cliques are isolated. We call those equilibria ring equilibria and, in particular, a ring
equilibrium is called complete if j = |-nk|, i.e., if all social cliques with size less than
k are not isolated.
(ii) Directed Line Equilibrium: Social cliques with indices {1,-- , j}, where j <
|Rhn|, and clique with index |Hyn|I (the largest clique) form a directed line with the
latter being the endpoint. The rest of the social cliques are isolated.
Proof. Let (gfl, o-) be an equilibrium of the network learning game F(C"). Monotonicity
of the expected payoff as a function of the number of signals observed implies that if clique
Hi is not isolated, then no clique with index less than f is isolated in the communication
network induced by g". In particular, let conn(E) be the connector of social clique Hn
and E[Iconn(f) (g"l)] be her expected payoff. Consider an agent i such that sc(i) = e' < f
and, for the sake of contradiction, H? is isolated in the communication network induced
by g". Social cliques are ordered by size, therefore, IH| 15 | H|. At this point, we use the
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monotonicity mentioned above. Consider the expected payoff of agent i:
{1 A 1_
max { - 1/p 2 + 1/2' A +_ 1/p 2 + I/p2|H )|
<max 7 - A -7 < E[Ucnf (_,")]1/p2 + 1/p2 ' A+ r- 1/p2 + 1/p2|Hn" co"I
(F.13)
where the last inequality follows from the fact that agent conn(e) formed a costly link.
Consider a deviation, gdeviation for agent i, in which n,deviation = 1 and g ndeviationConie a 9eiain,9,conn(f) g31
i.e., agent i forms a costly link with agent conn(f). Then,
E[pi(gndeviation)] > A E[Hconf(f)(gn)] > E[i (gn)],
from (F.13) and for discount rate sufficiently close to zero. Therefore, social clique Hn will
not be isolated in any network equilibrium (gfl, -).
Next, we show two structural properties that all network equilibria (g", o-") should
satisfy, when the discount rate r is sufficiently close to one. We say that there exists a path P
between social cliques HI and Hj, if there exists a path between some i E and j E Hg.
Also, we say that the in-degree (out-degree) of social clique Hn is k, if the sum of in-links
(out-links) of the nodes in H, is k, i.e., Hn has in-degree k if nEH gH = k.
(i) Let Hn, H, be two social cliques that are not isolated. Then, there should exist a
directed path P in G" induced by g" between the two social cliques.
(ii) The in-degree and out-degree of each social clique is at most one.
Figure F-1 provides an illustration of why the properties hold for patient agents. In par-
ticular, for property (i), let i = conn(Hn) and j = conn(Hn) and assume, without loss
of generality, that |BI| < |Bn|. Then, for discount rate sufficiently close to zero and from
monotonicity of the expected payoff, we conclude that i has an incentive to deviate, delete
her costly and form a costly link with agent j. Property (ii) follows due to similar argu-
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ments.
From the above, we conclude that the only two potential equilibrium topologies are the
(incomplete) ring and the directed line with the largest clique being the endpoint under
the assumptions of the proposition. m
So far we have shown a particular form of network equilibria, that arise under condition
(8.4), in which asymptotic learning occurs. We also argued that under condition (8.4) only
(incomplete) ring or directed line equilibria can arise for network learning game F(C"). In
the remainder we show that there exists a bound 5> 0 on the common cost c for forming
a link between two social cliques, such that if c < ea all network equilibria (g, o-) that arise
satisfy that g" is a complete ring equilibrium for all n > N, where N is a constant. In those
network equilibria asymptotic learning occurs as argued in Part 1. On the other hand, if
c > e coordination among the social cliques may fail and additional equilibria arise in which
asymptotic learning does not occur. Let
n = min I H (F.14)
k I/p2 + Ip2(k 3=1 |Hjj + n+ ) 1/p 2 + /p2|Hk )
where ki < k < and j= |H| > |HT| (size of the largest social clique). Moreover,
let
-= lim inf (".
noo
Then,
Proposition 29. Let Assumptions 6, 8 and condition (8.4) hold. If c < E asymptotic
learning occurs in all network equilibria (g,o-). Otherwise, there exist equilibria in which
asymptotic learning does not occur.
Proof. Let the common cost c be such that c < 6, where 6 is defined as above, and
consider a network equilibrium (g, o). Let N be a large enough constant and consider the
corresponding gf for n > N. We claim that gn is a complete ring equilibrium for all such n.
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Assume for the sake of contradiction that the claim is not true. Then, from Proposition 28,
gfl is either an incomplete ring equilibrium or a directed line equilibrium. We consider the
former case (the latter case can be shown with similar arguments). There exists an isolated
social clique Hy, such that |Hyl < k and all cliques with index less than f are not isolated
and belong to the incomplete ring. However, from the definition of 1a we obtain that an
agent i E H7 would have an incentive to connect to the incomplete ring, thus we reach
a contradiction. In particular, consider the following link formation strategy for agent i:
gn,deviation 1 for agent m E Hy_1 and g! 'deviation = g- for j # m. Then,
E[gIIn( g"'deviation) > ( - - ci ~ (A+ r 11 p2 + I/ p2(E 
-~ |Hj|+|jHn|}
nax Tr - A r -7 = IE[II" (g")]11p2 + I/p2' A + r 11p2 + I/p2|Hn|
where the strict inequality follows from the definition of E for r sufficiently close to zero.
Thus, we conclude that if c < Z, gfn is a complete ring for all n > N, where N is a large
constant, and from Part 1 asymptotic learning occurs in all network equilibria (g, a).
On the contrary, if c > 5, then there exists an infinite index set W, such that for all n
in the (infinite) subsequence, {n}EW, there exists a k, such that
1 1
1/p2 + 1/p2(> 1H7 +|H 1±) i/p2 ± 1/C2 |H<+1  (F.15)
Moreover, |Hk+1 < k and E 1|H1 > |HyiI. We conclude that for (F.15) to hold it
has to be that ik Hyj < R, where R is a uniform constant for all n in the subsequence.
Consider (g, a)01, such that for every n in the subsequence, g" is such that social cliques
with index greater than k (as described above) are isolated and the rest form an incomplete
ring or a directed line and a' = INFO(G"), where G" is the communication network in-
duced by g". From above, we obtain that for c > 5, (gn, a") is an equilibrium of the network
learning game r(Cn). Perfect assymptotic learning, however, fails in such an equilibrium,
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since for every i E N", |B| < R, where recall that B" denotes the neighborhood of agent
1. U
Proposition 29 concludes the proof of Theorem 3.
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